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Resolution defines relative;
admission policy clarified
Lawrence A nton
staff Writer

A resolution introduced at Tuesday’s
Academic Senate meeting defines “ close
relative,’’ a definition necessary when
administering Cal Poly’s guaranteed ad
mission benefit for employees’ families.
Cal Poly has a policy of automatically
granting admission to relatives of
employees if the applicant meets Califor
nia State University admissions require
ments.
However, there has never been a defini
tion of “ close relative’’ for the admissions
office to refer to when reviewing prospec
tive students.
The policy is being administered ar
bitrarily, said Malcolm Wilson, vice presi
dent of Academic Affairs.
The resolution defines “ close relative’’
as “ the spouse, children, brother, sister,
parent, grandchildren, grandparent, niece
or nephew of any employee ... of Cal Poly.’’
Paul Murphy, chairman of the personnel
policies committee which drafted the reso
lution, said the intention is not to take
away benefits, but to provide the admis
sions office with a guideline.
Some senators questioned whether the
definition may be too broad.
Ken Riener, professor of business ad-

ministration, said the definition may be
going too far by including sisters,
brothers, nieces and nephews.
Charlie Crabb, chairman of the senate,
said “ a large number of people will be
eligible but few actually take advantage.’’
Last year, 71 applicants gained admis
sion because of the policy, said Murphy.
The resolution will come back before the
senate in two weeks.
Also discussed by the senate was a
report recommending ways the effec
tiveness of undergraduate education can
be measured.
An Academic Senate ad hoc committee
has studied ways to measure the effec
tiveness of instruction at Cal Poly and
recently released a “ Report on Measures
of Effectiveness.’’
Jack Wilson, chairman of the ad hoc
committee, said that before carrying out
any of the recommendations the senate
needs to determine how well the recom
mendation will measure effectiveness and
if funding will be available.
Malcolm Wilson said the university
must find a way to measure its instruc
tional effectiveness.
“ We think we’re effective. We say we’re
effective. But when pinned to the wall, we
don’t have the evidence to back it up,’’ he
See SENATE, page 8

Faint doesn’t stop lecture
By A lison Skratt
staff Writer

Janet Calstrom, El Corral bookstore supervisor, enjoys the store’s
“ Pajama Party.” Customers dressed In sleepwear received a dis
count on store items.

Tuesday was not a runof-the-mill day for Paula
Kopecek. On top of the fact
that she fainted during her
noon class, her professor
continued to lecture while
she was still unconscious —
after calling Public Safety,
of course.
“ When I woke up. she
was still going
said
Kopecek.
A dietetics and food adm in is tr a tio n
s e n io r ,
Kopecek blacked out and
fell out of her chair while
Maria Ortiz, her professor,
was lecturing. Kopecek’s

classmates were startled,
but Ortiz managed to call
Public Safety.
After calling for help, Or
tiz continued to teach.
“ I didn’t see that the
students would be served by
staring at that poor girl,’’
said Ortiz. “ What should I
have done?’’
When paramedics arrived
a few m inutes
la ter,
Kopecek had regained con
sciousness. The paramedics
took her to the Health
Center, where she was ex
amined and released.
“ It was kind of odd wak
ing up with six or seven
people staring at me,’’ said
Kopecek.
“ I remember

thinking, ‘Gosh this is
w eird. W hat went on
here?’ ’’
K opecek
sa id
she
understood Ortiz’s actions.
“ She has to get through
her subjects,’’ said Kopecek.
“ There is a test coming up.’’
Some Public Safety of
fic ia ls
w ere
not
so
understanding.
“ I thought it was kind of
rude,’’ said a fire official,
who wished to remain
anonym ous.
“ I could
understand if it was a
midterm or something, but
there were questions we
needed to ask her (Ortiz)
and we were competing for
her time.’’

Reservoir might be getting fishy
By C oleen Bondy
staff Writer

in s i C h t
Some students face the task of raising
a fam ily along with getting a college
education. It may not always be easy,
but many would not trade It for any-

thing.

p ag e 5

To fish or not to fish, that is the ques
tion.
Well, maybe a more precise version is:
To stock Whale Rock Reservoir with
trout, or not to stock it.
Whale Rock Reservoir in Cayucos has
been a source of controversy in the past
few years. Some groups would like to see
the reservoir stocked with fish and some
would like to keep people away from the
unspoiled area.
The Whale Rock Commission met last
Friday and decided to stock the reservoir.
The City Council also tentatively decided
to stock it.
Members of the City Council had mixed
emotions. Mayor Ron Dunin was opposed
to the venture because he believes it will
not generate enough revenue to pay for
itself.
The Fish and Game Department wants
the reservoir stocked for local sportfishermen.
A group of fishermen sued the city in

the late 1960s to open the reservoir for
fishing. Prior to the building of the reser
voir, the public had access to a creek
which offered good fishing.
Since the reservoir was built, fishermen
have argued that because they can no
longer use the creek, they ought to be
allowed to use the reservoir.
In 1978 the California Supreme Court
upheld an earlier ruling in favor of the
fishermen and ordered the city to stock
the reservoir with trout.
The reservoir was stocked in 1982 and
fishermen were allowed to fish from two
spots on the lake. This supply of fish has
been depleted because of fishing and the
abundance of a type of sucker fish that
eats the trout egg^ before they can hatch,
thwarting reproduction.
The Whale Rock Commission, formed in
the late 1950s, is composed of repre
sentatives from the California Mens Col
ony, Cal Poly and the city of San Luis
Obispo. Each donated money to build the
reservoir in return for use of the water it
supplied.
The reservoir currently supplies 4,400

acre-feet of water per year. One acre-foot
of water is enough water to supply a fami
ly of five for one year.
Some people are worried about putting
fish in water that people will be drinking.
Bill Hetland, the city’s utilities manager,
addressed this concern.
“ The water, when it leaves the reservoir,
is treated and monitored, and it is not
unusual for a reservoir of this type to have
fish in it,’’ Hetland said.
He added the reservoir does have fish in
it now, with no detrimental effects on the
water.
Now, according to Hetland, it’s up to
the Fish and Game Department to decide
if the stocking of fish will harm the quality
of the water or not. The department
should be making this decision in the next
few days, Hetland said, adding that he
feels it will decide to stock.
Larry Hansen, o f Silver King Oceanic
Farms, will be providing the fish if the
go-ahead is given. He took eggs from fish
in the reservoir in 1984 and has fanned
these fish since then.
See WHALE, page 4
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What would you
do if you were
homeless?
Neal R o o t, a rc h ite c tu ra l
engineering, senior:
“ Probably solicit somebody
to do yard work or something
of that nature, in compensa
tion for room and board. I
would still try to be a use to
society. I have a lot more
respect for someone picking up
aliminum cans than for some
one drinking himself away.”

Pd

drink.

they seem to be doing
quite well. You might
even say they were
“ hoppin’ ” if you were
inclined to use slang. It’s
sim ilar to the old
McDonald’s thing. Has
anyone ever seen a gold
en arches that’s gone
under? I thought not.
And do you know why?
Because they KNOW
THEIR MARKET. You
take a campus with (and
this is a conservative
estimate) 6,5(X) people of
legal age who drink, add

And so there I was, sitting in the University
Union, needing a beer, with nowhere to go.
“ WHY is there no drinking establishment
on this entire campus?”
The answer, it would seem, is simple. Think
about it, Kim, it is a DRY CAMPUS. Alcohol
is, therefore, illegal. But why?
Well, according to one key administrator
who shall remain nameless, this campus is
dry simply because it has always been that
way, and the no-drinking policy has just
‘ ‘n ev e r
been
chang
ed.” I’ve been told that President Baker has the
final say in changing policy at this university
(which makes sense, if you think about it). Well,
higher-ups, are you listening? Maybe it’s time for a
change.
Changing the policy has apparently been
discussed “ for many years.” I guess we’ve heard
that one before.

an establishment that can quench their thirst, and
what do you get? MONEY. True, not all 6,500
would patronize a pub every day, but 1 personally
know enough people to make it worth some lucky
entrepreneur’s while. *

And you want to hear the most ludicrous pan of
it all? There is alcohol allowed on campus, but only
at certain events — events that are sponsored by
the university, where wine and beer can be served
for certain gala occasions like when entertaining
visiting celebs on our illustrious campus. Or at
football tailgating preparties, where alcoholic bev
erages are confined to a certain area.
I personally think a pub could be considered a
“ confined area.” Shall we vote?

What’s missing in this picture? An administra
tion willing to change an outdated policy, take re
sponsibility. and trust that drinking will not get

According to one key
administrator who shall remain
nameless, this campus is dry
simply because it has always
been that way.

Standards have apparently been relaxed in the
past five years, but only in situations where the
big brass (i.e adults, non-students, the ELITE) get
to partake of the fermented fruits as the lowly
student is forced to consume off-campus.
The reasoning? A “ good percentage” of students
at Cal Poly are below the legal drinking age. I’m
just sure that universities like Fresno State and
San Jose State admit only over-21-year-olds so
they can have pubs on campus. Just positive of it.

Steve Swanson, aeronautical
engineering graduate student:
“ Probably
drink.”

We can’t have beer, so
policy is our depressant

Just

No, but we do have the largest on-campus hous
ing capability in the CSU system, and a majority
of them are underage. So what? I don’t !i\e in the
dorms, and therefore I don’t expect to have ’o put
up with that excuse. If I’m 21, I shouldn’t be
deprived of my God- (and state-) given right to
drink. I waited a long time for this right. A long
time.
The reasons could not be economic, as far as 1
can tell. I’ve been to pubs on other campuses, and
It**

“ I’d be a hooker to get some
money. Well, shoot! I’d have to
have somewhere to live. I’d
live with my friend Joe. I’d be
his love slave.”

BLOOM C O U N T Y

Kim Holweger is Mustang Daily’s managing
editor. As a heathen, she occasionally imbibes
herself with harsh liquids, and would like to see
cocktail vending machines alongside the condom
dispensers.

Jenny Hill, business, senior:
“ 1 would go to a shelter to
see if they had something to
provide for me. I would try to
better my skills, I would not
just stay idle.”

Cathy
M.,
environmental
engineering, senior:

out of hand (if that’s even what’s holding them
back). The trust that’s instilled in tailgate parties
and high-class gallery mixers should be extended
to the student. We’re responsible enough to pay
our tuition, our parking fees and earn good enough
grades to stay enrolled in this university. Don’t
you think it should be up to us to decide when
we’ve “ had enough?”

— .............. • -
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Paying a premium
for pitiful parking
Editor:
I wonder how much President Baker pays for a
parking permit? Or when was the last time you
saw him driving around hunting for a parking
space?
Do you think that the hike in parking fees will
increase the motorcycle and scooter parking con
gestion to avoid the $108 annual sticker cost? Isn’t
this parking already limited?
Is it also true that Cal Poly is accepting an addi
tional 2,000 students next fall? Where is the school
going to have them park? Or is the school going to
have to sacrifice “ his spot” for the newcomers?
Does the school expect more students to ride
their bikes to school when an amazing amount of
bikes are being stolen each day?
We’ve come up with a lot of questions. Does the
school have answers to these questions?
— Jim Aberer
— Phil Burke

b y B erk e Breathed
R epresenlatives
C lassified Staff:

Mustang
Daily
encourages
readers’ opinions, criticisms and
comments. Letters should be
submitted to Room 226 of the
Graphic Arts Building, Cal Poly,
San Luis Obispo, Calif., 93407.
Letters should be shorter than
250 words, must be typed and in
clude the writer’s signature and
phone.number.
Editors reserve the right to edit
all letters for length and style and
omit libelous statements. Letters
will not be published without the
writer’s name.
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L.A. quake damage estimates
rise to more than $213 million

Testicle cancer nearly cured;
less success in prostate cases

Iranian boat shoots tanker,
Iraq retaliates with Gulf raid

LOS ANGELES (AP) — Federal disaster officials
raised the damage toll from this month’s earthquake and
aftershocks to $213.6 million on Wednesday, with most
of the damage to private property.
Previously, the damage estimate from the Oct. 1 quake
and a strong aftershock three days later was $177
million.
Most of the increase came from higher estimates of
damage to government facilities, said Tom Mullins of
the Federal Emergency Management Agency.
The Oct. 1 tremor, which registered 6.1 on the Richter
scale, was the most powerful to jolt the region since
1971, when a 6.4 quake hit the San Fernando Valley.
The most recent quake has been blamed for seven
deaths.

MANAMA, Bahrain (.AP) — An Iranian gunboat fired
on a tanker Wednesday, shipping sources reported, and
Iraq said its warplanes raided a ship near Iran’s main
oil-export terminal in the northern Persian Gulf.
It was the second Iranian attack on a tanker in two
days. Iraq’s report, if confirmed, would mark the 10th
Iraqi raid on ships carrying Iranian oil in a little more
than a week.

Mullins said total damage now was estimated at $65.8
million to public property and $147.8 million to private
property.
The breakdown includes damage to Los Angeles
Unified School District and at California State Universi
ty campuses at Los Angeles and Fullerton, $24.2 million.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) — Medicine’s battle against
cancer of the testicles has been so successful that few
American men should die of the disease anymore, but
progress is slower in fighting prostate cancer, which is a
much bigger killer, researchers said Wednesday.
About 4,000 to 5,000 men, mostly 15 to 35 years old,
develop testicular cancer each year in the United States,
said Dr. B.J. Kennedy, a University of Minnesota cancer
researcher and president of the American Society of
Clinical Oncology. Oncology is the study of cancer.
For the advanced stage of the most serious form, call
ed non-seminoma, the proportion of men surviving at
least one year was 50 percent in the early 1970s, 78 per
cent in 1983 and should soon reach 98 percent, Kennedy
said, adding survival is even higher for seminoma, which
is more vulnerable to chemotherapy.
Testicle cancer grows so rapidly that men who survive
one year almost always survive much longer and are
considered cured, he said.
About 90,000 American men — almost all older than
50 — are diagnosed with prostate cancer each year, and
some 30,000 will die.

The United States reaffirmed that its warships will
protect only American-registered ships in the gulf, where
Iran and Iran have been at war since September 1980.
Eleven Kuwaiti tankers have gotten American flags.

Judge berates ‘Night Stalker’
attorneys, sets Feb. 1 trial

Reagan declares Bork debate
‘ugly spectacle’; will fight on

Taiwan lifts ban, allows visits
to families in mainland China

LOS ANGELES (AP) — A judge angrily berated
Richard Ramirez’ defense attorneys Wednesday for be
ing unprepared and set a trial date of Feb. 1 for the
“ Night Stalker’’ defendant, indicating he will not
tolerate further delays.
To prove his point, Superior Court Judge Michael
Tynan disposed of a defense motion without waiting for
arguments from Daniel Hernandez and Arturo Her
nandez, who said they were unprepared.
As Daniel Hernandez recited a a litany of reasons for
continuing the matter further, the judge snapped “ This
sounds like something from Abbott and Costello.’’
Ramirez, a 27-year-old drifter from El Paso, Tex., is
charged with being the infamous “ Night Stalker’’ whose
killing rampage terrified California residents in 1985.
Ramirez, who sat slumped in a chair at the counsel
table, was asked if he agreed to the delay.
“ What date is that?’’ he asked, apparently confused.
“ The date your counsel is requesting is Feb. 1, 1988,’’
said Tynan who asked if the defendant waived his right
to a speedy trial and agreed to that date.
“ Yes,” said Ramirez.

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan on Wed
nesday decried the battle over Robert H. Bork’s
Supreme Court nomination as an “ ugly spectacle’’ of
high-pressure politics and promised to keep fighting in
the face of all but certain defeat for Bork.
“ I am determined to fight right down to the last ballot
on the Senate floor,’’ Reagan said in a brief address.
The speech was made available to the television net
works, but only the Cable News Network carried it live,
followed by a response in which Democratic Sen. Terry
Sanford of North Carolina lashed back.
Senators opposing Bork “ are tired of having our in
tegrity impugned,’’ Sanford said, adding that “ it is time
for that corrosive dialogue to stop.’’
In the Senate, meanwhile. Democratic and Republican
leaders continued arguing over the timing for a vote,
with Democrats insisting on quick action and the GOP
demanding enough time to make a case for the conser
vative appeals court judge.
Fifty-four senators are on record against Bork, all but
ensuring he will lose when the vote is taken in the 100member body.

TAIPEI, Taiwan (AP) — The governing Nationalist
Party removed another barrier between Taiwan and
Communist China on Wednesday with the announce
ment that Taiwanese will be allowed to visit relatives on
the mainland.
A party statement said the 38-year ban on travel to
China will be lifted for humanitarian reasons, but said
the party still is determined to recover the mainland,
which it left after losing a civil war to the Communists in
1949.
Even so, easing the travel restrictions is a major shift
in the Nationalists’ “ three no’’ policy — no contact, no
negotiations and no compromise with Communist China.
Taiwan’s citizens had eagerly awaited the decision to
lift the ban, particularly the 2 million people who follow
ed the late Nationalist leader Chiang Kai-shek to
Taiwan.
“ I’ll apply for the trip right away,’’ said Wei Tzu-yin, a
64-year-old army veteran who left his hometown in
Hunan province with the Nationalists in 1949. “ Falling
leaves should return to the root, and I’m so glad I can
see my brother and friends again.’’

»••••••
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An Iraqi communique said warplanes raided a “ large
naval target,’’ the customary term for a tanker, after
dark east of the Kharg Island oil terminal and scored
“ an effective and accurate hit.’’
In Baghdad, hundreds of thousands of Iraqis marched
in a 10-mile-long funeral procession for victims of an
Iranian missile attack Tuesday. The long-range rocket
exploded at a school, killing at least 32 people, according
to official reports.

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Oi
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He now wants to sell the city
23,000 steelhead trout for $3,000.
The Fish and Game Department

has specified that its wants an
original strain of trout put back
in the reservoir.
“ You’ve got to improve the
fishery before you can attract the
fish e rm e n ,”
H ansen
said .
responding to the claim that the
reservoir does not make a profit.

Rubes

By Leigh Rubin

WHALE
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Lucky’s “ Food For All” system
to provide for local hunger groups
g Carolvn Duvall
^
^
staff Writer

It’s there and convenient at whatever level people
want to give at, whether it’s 50 cents, $1 or $5.
Some people come in and buy $100 worth of $5
cards at a time,’’ she said.
You may have seen the brightly colored cards
Any non-profit organization dealing with hunger,
hanging at the checkout stand in Lucky super
whether through direct aid or an advocacy group,
markets. The 50-cent, $1 and $5 cards marked
is eligible to apply for funds from Food For All.
“ Food For All” are a new system designed to pro
Atascadero Loaves and Fishes group and Harvest
vide money for local hunger agencies.
Bag in Grover City have applied for funding, and
The cards are easy to use. Just put one or more
others are expected to follow.
on the counter with your pur
Money is distributed quarter
chases and the amount on the
ly, and the first checks should
front is added to your grocery
arrive in San Luis Obispo in
$1.00
bill. The grocer will then send
December. Local groups can
your donation to the Food For
probably expect several hundred
All organization for processing
dollars, said Scot Sorensen, coand then it is returned to the
chairman for Food For All and
local committee for distribution.
assistant pastor of the Mt.
Carmel Lutheran Church in San
“ It’s proving to be successful
Luis Obispo.
with shoppers — it’s an easy way
In order to ensure the fairness
to share concern,’’ said Nancy
of the program, funds are track
Chandler, advertising executive
ed
so no areas can spend money
for Lucky supermarkets.
raised elsewhere.
The program is run from
Foster said Linda Hamilton,
headquarters in Redlands, but
one of the program founders, was
the benefits are mainly local.
impressed by San Luis Obispo
A S IM P LE WAY
Seventy-five percent of the
when she visited here to set up
O F GIVING
money collected from stores in
the program.
San Luis Obispo County will be
“ People in your area (San Luis
rOR A,
returned to county hunger relief
Obispo County) seem to be very
agencies. The other 25 percent is
concerned about hunger,’’ Foster
sent to international programs
said.
such as Meals for Millions and Heifer Project In
Food For All began in April 1986, and arrived in
ternational, said Jennifer Foster, administrative
San Luis Obispo stores in August 1987. Linda and
assistant for the program in Redlands.
Milan Hamilton came up with the idea while they
Donation problems for other hunger prowere shopping, said Foster. She said Linda
often come from people’s good intention^. >aiu
Hamilton thought it would be easy to provide
Foster. People want to contribut' '•.;i it’s a has'<le
someone else’s food while buying her own.
to send checks or go out of tlieir \\a\ to make
The program has raised $125,000 in a year anddonations. “ No one’s bothering you (m ihe store).
See FOOD, page 8

FOOD
FOR
ALL

The D is n e y C h anne l.
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OFFICE WITH A VIEW
The Peace Corps is an exhilarating two-year experience
that will last a lifetime.
Working at a professional level that ordinarily might
take years of apprenticeship back home, volunteers find the
career growth they're looking for and enjoy a unique experi
ence in the developing world.
International firms and government agencies value the
skills and knowledge mastered during Peace Corps service.
ON CAMPUS TODAY & TOMORROW
INFO BOOTH T o d a y & T o m o rro w 10 a m - 2 p m
University U n ion Plaza

RIDE THE
CITY BUS
FREE ALL
YEAR

• unlimiteid riedes, anytime, anywhere
•just show your Cal Poly ID to our (driver
•for info or to have a bus schecdule
maile(d to your home, phone
541-BUSS
•this program is a joint venture
between Cal Poly and the
City of SLO

S n a c k

CHECK IT OUT!

FILM SEMINAR & DISCUSSION:
THE TOUGHEST JOB YOU'LL EVER LOVE
M e e t R e tu rn e d P e a c e C o rp s V o lu n te e rs
T on igh t & T o m o rro w N ig h t 7-9pm
A g ric u ltu re B uilding R oom 10—226

B a r

I t 's
T h e

SENIORS-APPLY NOW FOR SUMMER '88
OPENINGS!

B

b e t t e r

r e a k f a s t

E g g , C

WORK TO FEED A HUNGRY WORLD-CELEBRATE WORLD FOOD DAY WITH
PEACE CORPS THIS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 16
C o n ta c t y o u r P e a c e C o rp s C a m p u s R e p re s e n ta tiv e in th e A g B u ild in g ,
R o om 10—238, (805)756-5017, or c o ll th e P e a c e C o rp s A re a O ffic e a t
(213)209-7444 for m o re in fo rm a tio n

a n a d ia n

C h e e s e
c h o ic e
M

Sunshine D onuts 10/15/87

t h a n
S

u f f in

a n
o r

o n
E

a

a n d w

B a c o n

s e r v e d
o f

e v e r !
ic h
&

y o u r

n g lis h
B a g e l

ALL FOR ONLY $1.65

PEACE CORPS

served from 7am to 10am

The toughest jo b you'll ever love
sss
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College life: with children
F o r

m o s t,

i t ’s

w h ic h

p a r ty ;

f o r

so m e ,

i t ’s

w h ic h

b a b y s itte r
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By Kristine J . Abbey
staff Writer

Many students associate marriage and children with
life after graduation, but there are some who are ex
periencing homework, classes, marriage and children all
at the same time.
Although managing a family and college is difficult at
times, many say they wouldn’t change their lives.
Jacqueline and Mike Carroll are Cal Poly students who
mix family life with student life. They have two children,
4-year-old Julianne and 4-month-old Emily, and they say
that although being both parents and students is some
times complicated, they have no complaints.
“ Time management and blending schedules is the
hardest thing,” said Jacqueline. Along with working, she
said she and Mike have to make time for each other and
time for the kids.
Mike said he has to be there for the baby when Jac
queline is at school, as well as coordinate time for
homework.
“ There’s not enough time in the day,” he said.
Mike and Jacqueline are usually full-time students, but
Jacqueline has cut her load to six units until Emily gets
older.
Jacqueline and Mike got married while Mike was in
the military. When he got out they decided to move to
San Luis Obispo to attend Cal Poly.
“ Things have always been hard — it’s normal for me.
It’s no problem,” Mike said. “ Maybe someday when we
get out of school things will be easier, but 1 have no
complaints. 1 have lots of support from my wife and
even from my older daughter.”
Although she said they are happy, Jacqueline said it
might have been easier if they had finished school before
having a family.
“ We really don’t think about it,” she said. “ We love
our kids and they are our priority. Sure it would be
easier, that’s why most people do it that way.”
Mike said; “ You have to want it. We’ve set high goals
and we work the best we can at it.”
Harry and Allison Danicome are in a similar situation.
Allison is a journalism major and Harry is an MBA
student. They have two children, 2-year-old Paul-Alan
and year-old Allison.
Allison said she deals with student life and family life
separately.
“ At school I try not to be a mother and at home I am
not a student,” she said. She does all of her homework at
school or when the children are asleep.
Allison said a problem student-parents have to deal
with is being called out of class or missing class because
something is wrong with the children.
“ Professors don’t understand if you miss a day
because of that,” she said. “ They don’t relate too easily.
It’s not up there with death in the family.”
But Allison said she has not missed too many classes.
And if she got to know her professors on a person-toperson basis, she probably wouldn’t have any trouble at
all.
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Leslie O n s to tt and her baby, Brittany N icole

Allison said her biggest regret is not that she has a
family while attending school, but that she didn’t do all
of this when she was in the 18- to 25-year-old range.
“ It’s possible to do both together,” she said. “ A per
son can do it if they want to, it’s not as much as you
think.”
She said she would like to get her master’s degree, and
afterward, probably will work for a large corporation and
then start her own company. She said Harry will pro
bably get his master’s degree.
Leslie Onstott is not a student at Cal Poly, but her
husband, John, is. Their daughter, Brittany, is 7 weeks
old.
Leslie said John is more into school and success now
than before they were married because he realizes he has
a family to support.
“ He’s on the rugby team and quite a partier,” she
said. “ I think the family has calmed him down a lot. It
makes him look at the future a lot more.”
John, a business major planning to graduate in June,
said he agrees.
“ Now I have to undertake more responsibility. I would
be partying more now if I was still single, but I’ve put it
in the background. It’s not as important.
“ I’m happy — I have no regrets about giving up par
tying. The baby is the most important thing. She needs
to be foremost, even though we have other respon
sibilities.”
Compromise, John said, is what keeps his life running
smoothly. He and Leslie have different perceptions of
what is hard.
“ Things tire us out — me at school and her at home,”
he said. “ You have to understand what a person goes
hrough in a day and put yourself in the other person’s
shoes. It takes work to make relationships work. We
know it’s not easy, but we have hope that it’s going to
work out OK.”

John said he also gets a lot of support from others.
“ My grandfather is a big help financially,” he said. “ 1
haven’t been able to work for as many of my own dollars
as I would like.- He’s set on my getting my master’s
degree and has given me more backing.”
John has no regrets about having a family before
finishing school.
“ There are pros and cons to everything,” he said. “ The
good things far outweigh the bad things. Things don’t
always turn out the way you plan.”
John said his grades haven’t been hurt by his family
situation.
“ It’s actually improved my study habits,” he said.
Now he is forced to budget his time and be more orga
nized, he said.
Kerry Yamada, director of the Cal Poly Counseling
Center, said although students with families take ad
vantage of some counseling services, there is no formal
program to deal with the specific problems of studentDarents.

B rittan y on break
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‘Date rape’ presentation aimed at prevention
)

Most rape victims are accosted
by friends; many won’ t admit it
By Julie W illiam s
staff Writer

HI l<.

Rape is usually equated with
dark alleys and creepy strangers,
but in actuality almost twothirds of all victims know the
persons who raped them, a
spokeswoman from the Rape
Crisis Center in San Luis Obispo
said.
Stephanie Biggs spoke on
campus Tuesday night at an ac
quaintance rape and alcohol
awareness presentation.
A group called the “ Status of
Rape On Campus” has been
formed by staff members from
the Health Center, Counseling
Center, Housing Office, the Rape
Crisis Center and some concern
ed students to educate students
about acquaintance rape and how
to prevent it from happening to
them or someone they know.
Tuesday night’s presentation
was the first of its kind and was
introduced to the pledges of half
the sorority and fraternity
houses on campus. Another ses-

V

4 hI

*

»
S tephanie Biggs from the Rape Crisis C enter in San Luis O bispo

sion will be held Oct. 27 for the
rest of the houses.
Biggs, who counsels many vic
tims at the center, pointed out
that the program is not trying to
pick on the Greek system, but
added she assisted
several
women last year who had been
raped at fraternity or sorority
parties on this campus.
“ I don’t hear about all that
happens, but I hear about an
awful lot of stuff I wish had
never happened,” Biggs said.
. According to Biggs, there were
85,000 rapes reported last year in
the United States — only an
estimated 10 percent of the total
number of incidences. She added
that one out of every three
women will be sexually assaulted
in her lifetime.
According to Carolyn Hurwitz,
health educator at the Health
Center, college-aged women (1825) are the group at highest risk
because of the need to fit in and
the predominance of alcohol in
the college social environment.
See RAPE, page 8

discusses acq u a in ta n c e rape w ith m em bers of fratern ities and
sororities.
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Roommate Problems?
See how cheap you
can live by yourself in
a studio apartment at
Mustang Village.
Prices start at $360/mo.
Come by or call
543-4950.
Open daily 9-5
except Sundays.
1 Mustang Dr., SLO

M USTAN G
D A ILY

/

A
Th e l - l l WAS
CU05E D .X 0 ORRCXA/ED
SOME ICE FROM OOR

I
w

M(MM«
P(UCK>r OWNHi
CUMOf AMNKA

5 4 4 -9 3 4 0
TRANSAXLE
GASOUNC • OtCSEL REBLHLOiNO

SPECIALIZING IN COMPLETE
SERVICE A REPAIR ON

IMIfflANGVll

BA.M. - S A.M.
MON. - FRI.

VOLKOWAOEM - POE9CME - AUDt
PEUOEOfT • C m O E M
2899
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Choosing an Engagement Ring
Can be Pretty Scary
AT

T H E

M I S S I O N ' M A l l

New Nagel C om m #12
in s to c k now
...at Sears Jewelry
Department
your fears will
disappear

Sears

ROEBUCKACOAUANY

lEVVEILRY DEPARTS^EN T'

also

1/2 OFF on any poster in stock
with framing if you come in
T h u rsd a y betw een 5-9:00pm
O pen 10-5:00 Daily,
Thursday evenings open til 9:00pm

A Supplement of the Mustang Daily, Cal Poly SLO - 756-1143
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Home run!
It all starts with a phone call.
First: A Domino’s Pizza is custom
made with the finest food products.
Second: The pizza is put in the
oven and baked to perfection.
Third: From the oven to the box
and it’s off... for the final run to the
plate. All within 30 minutes!

Fast, Free Deliveiy

^

V
‘

Call the
Domino’s
Nearest to
You Today!
South SLO
3195 C M cM illan
\4g mQ9Q
Foothill Area
775 A Foothill
:vt4-3636

N

OÜ

Los Osos
2084 A 9th
528-0800

Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Los Osos:
Arroyo Grande:
Atascadero:
Paso R ob les:

One coupon per pizza
Expires; 1 1 /1 5 /8 7

544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880
239-8508

'T H i f l f f lg T I S ii r 'l S K i p c w ^
s

r

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 1 1 /1 5 /8 7

v \r \- c . l A
If your pizza
does not arrive
within 30 min.
after ordering,
w e refund
$3.00 off
your order.

Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Los Osos:
Arroyo Grande:
Atascadero:
Paso Robles :

544-3636
S49-99H
528-0800
481-3171
460-7880
239-8S08[

"I

FREE EXTRA THlC2\
With any pizza.

Arroyo Grande
140 S. Elm
-

Our drivers carry less than $ 1 0
Limited delivery area
e Copyright 1980 Domino’s Pizza Inc

With any pizza.

Paso Robles
627 Spring
Ì39-8508

Atascadero
8305 El Camino Real
466-7880
Z

2

.-3 1 7 1

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 1 1 /1 5 /8 7

Foothill Area:
South SLO:
Los Osos:
Arroyo Grande:
Atascadero:
Paso R ob les:
BP*»

544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880
239-8508

SI.00 UFF
Any 16” pizza.

One coupon per pizza
Expires: 1 1 /1 5 /8 7

Foothill Area
South SLO
Los Osos
Arroyo Grande
Atascadero
Paso Robles

544-3636
549-9999
528-0800
481-3171
466-7880
239-8508

r

em
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FREE DELIVERY

TACO TWOSDAY

Thursday-Sunday 5pm-9pm
"Stop by and pick up our Delivery Menu"
limited delivery area

Two Regular Tacos
only

99^

CALL
549-TACO

A ll day every Tuesday-N o C oupon Necessary

FREE TACO
Buy 1 Regular Taco and get one

FREE
expi res 11 /1 5/8 7
with this coupon-no other offers

CHIMICHANGA SUNDAY
all day long-every Sunday

Chimichanga & Regular Coke just
$1.99

MISSION TACO

MISSION TACO

All white chicken meat-cheddar cheese
wrapped in flour tortilla, then deep fried

MISSION TACO NOW
OFFERS FREE DELIVERY

MISSION TACO
1 0 6 5 O liv e St.
San Luis O b isp o
(Next to Kentucky Fried Chicken)

FREE DELIVERY
CALL
544-3544

MISSION TACO

Thursday-Sunday
5pm-9pm

Stop by and pick up our Delivery Menu

SUPER SUPPER
S h a k e r ’s

M onday i. Tuesday ninhls ironi >: 10-7: lOpm
Bullet ln< ludi's:
'P i/z a
'Ciarlu Bread
'(ih k k e n
'T a io B a r
'Salad Bar
'Se< onds on Shakey's

ONLY

7 DAYS A WEEK
FROM 4pm-10pm

$3.68
l>lus lax
limit 4 |K'r ( ou|)on
with this (ou|x>n-no other ollers-expires I l/l 5/H7

JS)uik0u^$

BUNCH OF LUNCH
Shakey’s

Lura h Bullet serverl D.iily 11: tll,im-l ; Hl|im
Bullet Inc ludes:
'I ’l/za
'Fresh FruilAcHip
'( hie ken
'(i.irlic Bre.id
'Salad B.ir 'Sex onris on Shakey's

ONLY
$3.49
plus lax
limil 4 |M‘r ( ou|xin
with
.
this .(ow uw |x
,.win
, , -n o other ollers-expires ,I ,l/l
, , 5/H7
,,,,,

asiaiiraagsi

IZ Z A

LARGE PEPPERONI PIZZA
Shakey’s > FREE DELIVERY
$6.99
OR A N Y O N E ITEM PIZZA
OF YO U R C H O ICE

TM

with this coupon-no other offers-expires 11/15/87

SHAKEY'S PIZZA
1 0 5 5 O liv e St.
San Luis O b isp o
(next to Kentucky Fried Chicken)

Shakey’s

$2.00 OFF on
ANY LARGE PIZZA
FREE DELIVERY

with this coupon-no other offers-expires 11/15/87
9 *

«»♦ •#r

■'

^4444444^
^ 4 4 4 4 4 :^ 4

ik,ék./A,éCi,<l'i^Slt,--À.4l!t,

one coupon per pizza
e xp ire s 10 22 87
Mustang Daily Coupon

$1.00 OFF any Large
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
and 2 FREE S oftdrinks

541-4420
one coupon per pizza
e x p ire s 10 22 87 MD

^ Mggtong Dally C oupon *T*
2 FREE Softdrinks
w ith any

WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420
one coupon per pizza
e xp ire s 10 22 87 MD
^mm
^nn
I ^ MusfeiN0 Ooity C oupon
[

‘WOODSTOCK’S
=PIZZA

$1.00 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420
one coupon per pizza
e xp ire s 10 22 87 MD

T Mt^»Q^Do%C<Hip^ T"
$1.50 OFF any
WOODSTOCKS SPECIAL
(5 item s for the price of 4)

541-4420
one coupon per pizza

4420
FREE DELIVERY
1015 Court Street

e x p ire s 10 22 87 MD
Mustong Doily C oupon

^

$1.00 OFF any Large
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
and 2 FREE S oftdrinks

541-4420
one coupon per pizza
e x p ire s 10 22 87 MD

^

Mystong Dolly Coupon

2 FREE Softdrinks

(across from Osos St. Subs)

w ith any

WOODSTOCKS PIZZA
541-4420
one coupon per pizza
e x p ire s 10 22 87 MD
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Use ’em
LOTTO • LOTTERY
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MONEY ORDERS
W in a SKATEBO ARD

SUPER SLURPEE

The h ig h e st sco re on
Nqv. 11 at II a.m. on any
o f the vid e o gam es w in s
a FREE SKATEBOARD.

590
good only at 522 California St.

m ake sure to register at the store

522 California St.
TM£

and € 0 o i4 Enter to win a FREE
SilverBullet BAR LAMP

541-0260

We Save You More Than Time
s o u t h la n d

C O B P O « A T lO N

12 pack
bottles

Coors
and Coors Light

H

IMJMi Mi

LIGHT
no purchase
necessary

$4.99

good only at 522 California St.
■

Introducing
Libby's Fruit
Juices

exp 10/3'

^

exp 10/22

M H MR

«!■ M ■■ M ■

[Mytlang PoH y^C ^pdr^
Buy one case of
Libby's Fruit Juice
get one FREE

^

expires 10/31/87

Fruit Medley, Grape, Medley,
Apple, Grape, Orange, Lemonaide

7-11 522 California St.

Buy one case and get one FREE
at

Buy one case of
Libby's Fruit Juice
get one FREE
expires 10/31/87

522 California St. 541-0260

WE’RE NOT JUST DONUTS !
Only the best ingredients are used, ie 100% pure vegetable
OUR SPECIALTIES shortening, Delite raspberry jelly, no imitation raspberry
Brownies
Peanut-Butter Log
Walnut Roll
Cinnamon Roll
Raisin Roll
Chocolate Chip Roll
Glazed Bear Claw
Chocolate Bear Claw
Blueberry Cluster
Cherry Cluster
Cinnamon Nut Cluster
Twin Cinnamon Roll
Football
Apple-Fritter
Cheese Twirl
Chocolate Big Foot
Apple Betty
Big "O" (It's a Biggy)

REFRIGERATED
SPECIALTIES
Butterhorn, Cream Eclair,
Cream Puff

JELLY DONUTS

ASSORTED CAKE
DONUTS
Including: Plain, Glazed,
Cinnamon Sugar, Crumb,
Coconut, Powdered,
Devil's Food Cake,
Wheat & Honey,
Old Fashion

BUTTERMILK
DONUTS

FR ID A Y A N D S A TU R D A Y ARE
10< TO P P IN G NITES
at

The Yogurt Shoppe

Glazed Raspberry Filled,
Sugar Raspberry Filled
Lemon Filled

ASSORTED RAISED
DONUTS

7-11 522 California St.

$2.00 OFF ANY DOZEN
DONUTS plus

i.f.l.'IU

Open 24 hours

^
I

c re s c e r
r K t lZ

PASTRY
Not to be used in combination
with another coupon

1 coupon per custom er

E xpires 11/15/87

MUFFINS
Assorted Fruit Muffins
Including: Banana-Nut,
Blueberry, Apple-Cinnamon,
Raisin-Bran, Chocolate-Chip

Including: Glazed &
Sugar Twists,
Cinnamon & Coconut
Fluff, Chocolate &
Maple, Maple &
Chocolate Bar

Ask about our volume
discounts! Volume

COOKIES
Chocolate Chip Cookies

FRENCH
DONUTS

discounts available
to clubs & other
organizations.

For info call: 541-0411

STUDENT SIESTA
S P E C IA L

BUY ONE GET ONE
FREE
Located in the
p
iTTin
Buy any of our
E JTTM
Laguna Village
Open 24 hours

baked goods and
S hopping C enter
get another of
equal value FREE
Not to be used in combination
with another coupon

1 coupon per custom er

OURT

V'

/C )

Located in the
Laguna Village
S hopping C enter

C L O ii

Expires 11/15/87

ONE SMALL
YOGURT on^
500
with this coupon
one coufxin per customer
expires 10/27/87

TOPPINGS ARE ONLY lOC
EVERY FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHT,
with the pruchase of 2 or more yogurts

open Mon-Wed tiH10:00
Thurs, Fri& Sat till 10:30
Sun11:0(MK)0 544-2012

Show student I.D. weekdays
between 2-5:00 and get
10% OFF any purchase.
(Not good with another
offer.)
544-7775

HALF SANDWICH
only $1.60

WE ARE BOTH LOCATED AT 717 HIGUERA, IN THE

SAN LUIS FEED COMPANY

AT THE

SAN LUIS FEED COMPANY

With this coupon
(regularly $2.10)
one coupon per customer
expires 10/27/87

A S u p p le m e n t of th e M u s ta n g D a ily, C a l Poly SLO - 766-1143

" " " ]M u s ta n g " b a
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H A IR C U T S
HAIRSTYLINi

n a il

Cuts include: sham poo, condition, cut, blowdry

:

M E N $ 1 0 .0 0

fo r Men €t Women

543-1303

W O M E N $ 1 2 .0 0

jRISiang'5oll7 Coupo^
Full Set o f A crylic N ails with
1st Fill F R E E !
$35.00

Day & Evening Appointments Available.
Complementary Beer and Wine for Customers.

G re a
t
T
a
s
t
e
.
N
o
W
a
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Indulge yourself with TCBY Lite Bites.«. Low caloñe treats made with
delicious TCBY frozen yogurt and sugiirless fruits. You’ll say they’re Deliteful!
TCBY Lite Bites..

Delicious TCBY
Frozen Yogurt

• UTE BITE,.CREPE.
Only 221
calories.
• LITE BITE SHAKE
Only 344 calories.
• LITE BITE PARFAIT
Only 314 calories.
• LITE BITE . BELGIAN
WAFFLE. Only 397
calories.
• LITE BITE ..FRUIT
SMOOTHIE. Only
29“^ calories.

• Tastes like premium
ice cream.
• Almost half the
calories of premium
ice cream

TCßV

• 96% Fat-free.
• Free Samples.

549-8809

Corner of Marsh & Broad

R eg . $ 1 8 .0 0

Offer Expires Oct. .30

Cellophanes
Manicures
Perms
Pedicures
Waxing
Airbrushing
Highlights
Si Ik wraps
Weaving
Acrylic Nails
Madonna Plaza (next to theatre)

• Lower in cholesterol

R eg . $ 1 6 .0 0

Offer Expires O ct.30

^

«é

FREE REGULAR

T tD Y

SIZE YOGURT
With the purchase of any
Regular, Large or Super Size
Yogurt

Y c ^ u rt
549-8809

1131 Broad St.

Valid 8PM-CLOSE
One coupon per purchase

Expires 11/15/87

Corner of Marsh and Broad

TCBV

Buy One Lite Bite.
Get One
FRE
E!
bnm
UKBiKiKma

“

Y o g u rt

Thb coupon R iutki the
10buy any
the repilw prior and rtorl.T an tdmocal k iknrm n u
aallpanidpKDncTCIYlb|urtnMti Onlyonrooupon
prrpurchaic VbtdwhrrtprohdNKdby lav

UB

549-8809

One coupon per purchase

1131 Broad St.

Expires 11T5/87

Corner of Marsh and Broad

‘~ ~ " T I S Z ^ w ^ r D o l 1 y " C o u p o r i ] ' * ~ ~ "

Danskin Solid Leotards

^ M a n u fa c tu r e r s ^ san lu¡s ob¡spo
County’s largest
ÍPÜfíTS
selection of BRAND
m LE T
NAME TECHNICAL
ACTIVEWEAR.

All colors & styles

$9.99

Reg. $18.99

Cannot be used or combined with other discounts
or coupons. Expires 10/30/87
695 Higuera

541-6019

" " " " " l l B i u S o n g B o iiy

Kucharik Cycling Jerseys
All colors & styles

$5.00 OFF
Cannot be used or combined with other discounts
or couj)ons. Expires 10/30/87
695 Higuera

We S pecialize in A pparel and A c c e s s o rie s
For:
R unning
S w im m ing
C y c lin g
A e ro b ic s & W o rk o u ts
T ria th lo n s

Alpenlite “ Bummer’,.’^Fanny Pack

$9.99
- f c/ y
I
unn

Cannot be used or combined with other discounts
or coupons. Expires 10/30/87
695 Higuera

Moretz Socks
Mon > Sat 10-6pm

Sun 12-5pm Thurs ‘til 9pm

*

Downtown SLO

* 541-6019

541-6019

(men’s & women’s)

Fashion, 0yclef ProHteS^
BUY ONE; dET ONE FREE

mn
Cannot be used or combih#d wHth other discounts
or coupons.

695 Higuera

541-6019

ExplHks 10/30/87

695 Higuera

541-6019

■i
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VaiU

5 4 9 -8 2 0 0

549-8200

H a ta

S66> !
• A crylics

6 Tanning
Sessions
$ 1 8 .0 0
expires 10/31/87 |

1110 Morro St. SLO

• M anicures

549-8200

Full Set Of Acrylics

You Can W ear Your Sprin g C loths Too!
Be Tan B efore You Go H om e This S u m m e r !

and Tips

$30.00

1110 Morro St. San Luis Obispo
1110 Morro St. SLO

CAMPUS BOTTLE SHOPPE
Johannisberg Riesling

I

Jekel Arroyo Blanc
750 ml $3.99
Regular $5.25

1

7S0 ml. $4.99
Regular $7.25

1
|

1
1

Henry Weinhard

I

1

12/pak bottles $5.79

|

|1

1

1
1
1

Central Coast
I 1
Headquarters
I
for your favorite keg beer. |

24/12 oz. bottles
$8.99
Limit 1 Coupon per person
while supply lasts.
exp. 10/18

I
I
,1

M ateusRose

'

ÿ j 1.5 L $6.99

I

Seagrams
Wild Berry Wine Coolers

. 7 ,1

Coca-Cola
-

lU ter$.69

expiresS 10/31/87
I U/O 1/ O / J

Michelob & Michelob Lt.

2 9 0 C a lifo r n ia • 544^K EG S

1Jekel

I

4 /p a k $ 1 .9 9
L im it 2 fo u r p k s .

I

p e r c u sto m e rs p e r
coupon.

exp. 10/18

OPEN NOW!
G U IL D H O U S E A T P U T -O N S
If you love greal shoes...you'll lo v e
the NEW Guild House Shoes al Put-Ons!
Now shop for contemporary fashion foot
wear a n d wonderful sportswear, all in one
store.
Enjoy a spirited collection that in
cludes boots of all kinds, from Western in
fluence to English riding to the latest short
bools... our own exclusive European im
ports... sophisticated dress pumps... the
newest heavy-soled sport loafers... woven
leathers... aerobic casuals... stonewashed
leathers... and much more!
You'll find great names like:

pi

$29.90

á#'

OPENING FEATURE:

SHORTBOOTS
* 2 9 .9 0 - * 4 4 .9 0

• Zodiac
• Esprit
• Kenneth Cole
• L.J. Simone
• 9 West
• Marc Alpert
• What's What
• New York Transit
• Capezio
• Unisa
• Nina
• Mia
• Bass

ORIGINALLY $37.-$49.
Visit the Sale Loft

$44.90

1000 PAIR OF SALE SHOES
50°/o-90%-0FF
Original Prices

ÉMDH
O
USESIIOES'yPlJT-ONS
S N Reg m CA

877 MONTEREY • 543-5246 • SAN LUIS OBISPO

lO i t i

Q k

S

.CO QC

QQ
CtJ
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Clip ’em

1.

ELECTROLYSIS
COMPLIMENTORY CONSULTATION
&

SAMPLE TREATMENT

E le c tr o ly s is

1141-F PACIFIC ST SLO
544-3396

G lenda B arkhuff,R E
Permenant Hair Removal

1141-F Pacific Street
San Luis Obispo, CA
93401
(805) 544-3396

ELECTROLYSIS
20% OFF
INITIAL TREATMENT
1141-F PACIFIC ST SLO
544-3396

'lM î^â n g "t5 à '!!y * S o u p ^T

niversary

tix-GOLD Concept

Afi

Celebrates its 16th Anniversary
with a Sale!

16%

OFF

ON ALL JEWELRY

778 Higuera
(In the front of the Network Mall)

IN STOCK!

■4 Days Only! Oct. 15-18, 1987
* I I 1

NOW SHOWING

$1.00 OFF
Any O rder of $5.00
or More
EREE
l)I:EI\'ER>'

&

,,N K R 0 ;S

343-1114
expires .11/13/S7

$2.00 OFF
Any O rder of $10.00
or More

64^
Q

1 KIT
1)EL1\'ER3

,NhRo;s
l»i//a

,• >ia

s43-l 1 14 .
expires 11 / 13/S7

<s>

‘O '
N

T he C re a tio n s of Ita lia n M asters!
At NERO'S each dish in our kitchen
is a masterpiece...whether its our
pizza, (large cheese S5.99, choice of 14
toppings) our fresh

salads, our snl)s,
or one of our 13 fresh pasta
variations. Come and appreciate a
work of art today at NERO'S.

A U T H E N T IC IT A L IA N C U IS IN E
O N A PIZZA B U D G E T
FREE
DELIVERY

543-1114

$1.00 OFF
' Any O rder of $5.00
or More
FREE
ni:iJV E R 3'

,m :ro;s
f r i t t i tt (MsU

‘343-1114
expires 1 1/ 13/S7

$2.00 OFF
Any O rder of $10.00
or More
EREE .
n i : i J \ E.RV

,MR0;S
fritti tt

=143-1 114
L'Xpires 11/1 t/S<

it-«S':^î--Si# *
íí •:% 0^*
«t !?-i;' i?
\s ÿ-S 'í %
.*
í :; i-i'-ÿ* Ä -ÿ
A -iS- Í!>-* - Í S :
4
^-äs
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S a v e 'em

S o u n d on l4/keel5

S o u n d o n w h e e l5

-----

' O'*

FREE
CAR STEREO MAINTENANCE
PACKAGE

The Central Coasts Only Auto Electronics Specialist
offering you the customer not only the finest in car
stereo, security, CB radios and radar detectors, but the
best in service, installation and reliability!

•Clean Transport
•Demagnetize Head
•Check Wiring and Instruments

Exp. 10/31/87

J^ound on U /keelô.

r^íS> ‘ O''

50% OFF
ALL TAPE DECK CLEANING KITS

'We Have Car Audio Components By;
PIONEER. JVC. HITACHI. CLARION. ALPHASONIK
ORION. PHILIPS. JENSEN. DELTASONIK.

ALL CASSETTE & CD
CASES IN STOCK
Exp. 10/31/87

S o u n d o n U /k e e l5 = = = = =

o"

xT

•We are the only place you can get
Crime stopper Security Alarm installed,
PROPERLY.

20% OFF
ALL SEPERATE COMPONENTS

•We are the most qualified and experienced
installation center on the entire central coast.

•W oofers
•M idranges
•T w eeters
•C rossovers

CHECK US OUT

Exp. 10/31/87

S o u n d on U /kcel5

_

' ©'•

20% OFF
ALL SECURITY ALARM
PRODUCTS:

225 TANK FARM ROAD
SAN LUIS OBISPO, CA
541-2195

•Alarm Systems
•Ignition Kill Systems
•Pager Units and More

Exp. 10/31/87

"TM^stang Dally Coupon^" " * * " " *

c e t e r a
• L a rg e s t S elccti(')n (T A l t e r n a t i \ ’c G i i t C a r d s • B a llo o n s
• P e rs o n a lize d Im p r in tin g A w a ila H e

• N e w Posters in Stex'k

T

10%off on any purchase

'l l '

•>1'

\

including our great
selection of SLO Town and SLO Life
T ’s, tanks and sweats & many other
unique gifts
o n e c o u p o n p er p u rch ase

Central Coast Plaza

expires 11/15/87

FREE CARD

W

879 Higuera, SLO

Mon-FrI 10-9pm
Sat 10-6pm
Sun 12-5pm

with purchase of
any 2 cards of
equal or greater value.

Mon-Sat 9:30-6pm
Thurs Till 9:30pm
Sun 10-5pm

o n e c o u p o n p er p u rc h as e

expires 11/15/87

54 1-CHOp"n

Musfohg Doily Coupon J

_____ N O T H E R
Reg. 7.95

^ r fe c t

Now 6.00

All O ur Cuts Include a Great Shampoo
1119 Morro,SLO 1191 Crestón
541-2320 Paso Robles
N o A p p o in tm e n ts N e e d e d

expires 10/30/87

OF CALIFORNIA
WHERE YOU NEVER NEED
APPOINTMENTS

Look Nexus Nexus Nexus

TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
1119 MORRO ST.
SAN LUIS OBISPO

541-2320

WILLIAMS BROS.
SHOPPING CENTER
PASO ROBLES

238-0602
OPEN
9 A.M . - 7 P.M

Assure only only only.......$3.95
Humectress only only only.......$3.95
Therappe only only only.......... $4.00
expires 10/30/87

Mustang Daily

Use 'em

A Supplennent of the Mustang Daily, Cal Poly SLO - 756-1143

SPRING
DRY cleaning

1

Thursday, O ctober 15.1987

laundry

$2.00 OFF

FREE

ANY DRY CLEANING
ORDER OF $10 OR
MORE
Except
Suedes & Leather
with coupon

DRY CLEANING
3 LIKE GARMENTS
3RD GARMENT IS
FREE
with coupon
exp. 10/31/87

5 4 1 -4 3 0 0

PICK-UP
AND DELIVERY

" firo O O F F "

20% OFF

ANY ORDER OF
$20 OR MORE
• Drapes • Bedspreads
• Suedes • Leathers
• All Garments

• Drapes
• Blankets
• Sleeping Bags
• Comforters

Mon.-Fri: 9-7pm
Sat. 9-3pm

Not Valid W/Any Other
Offer
exp. 10/31/87

with coupon
exp. 10/31/87

iMustang Dally CouponT**

k in k o 's

k¡nko*s
HO UR PHOTO

HOUR PHOTO
HOURS

PHONE

9 A M - 6 P M MON -FRI
10 A M • 5 P.M SAT - SUN

(805) 549-8979

9 Santa Rosa (corner of Foothill & Santa Rosa)

prints

FOR

the
price of

Not valid with 24 hour processing or
any other offer.
9 Santa Rosa

(corner of Foothill
& Santa Rosa)-

Hours
9am -6pm Mon • Fri
;»«in-OMmivion-rri
10am
& Sun
Sun
’ O-"- •• 5pm
5pm Sat
Sat &

Q Q 7Q

»

|Mi5iQnqDQltyOou|^T~~~~*

*^------------o2 ^ hoto
5x7
Present this coupon & receive a

Kinkos offers 1, 4 & 24 hour processing service!

9 Santa Rosa

Read the M ustang Daily for Additional Valuable Coupons!

(corner of Foothill
& Santa Rosa)

free 5 x 7 with a regular develop
& print of 110 or 135 color print film
Hours
9am • 6pm Mon - Fri
10am-5pm Sat & Sun
expires 11/15/87

ANY HORROR/
SCI-FI RENTAL
990

STUDIO VIDEO • EXPIRES 11/15/87

RENT A VCR &
A MOVIE $7.97

STUDIO VIDEO • EXPIRES 11/15/87

” r7y HORROR?
SCI-FI RENTAL
999

STUDIO VIDEO • EXPIRES 11/15/87

RENT A V a T &
A MOVIE $7.97

STUDIO VIDEO • EXPIRES 11/15/87

549-8979

RENT A VCR &
A MOVIE $7.97

STUDIO VIDEO • EXPIRES 11/15/87

RENT O N E M O V IE
GET O N E FREE

(of similar value)

STUDIO VIDEO . EXPIRES 11/15/87

RENT A VCR &
A MOVIE $7.97

STUDIO VIDEO • EXPIRES 11/15/87
■■ ■■ Mi mi mmmmma h i bhi

RENT O N E M O V IE
GET O N E FREE

(of similar value)

STUDIO VIDEO • EXPIRES 11/15/87

^
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Mustang Daily

A Supplement of the Mustang Dally, Cal Poly SLO - 756-1143
^4444444^
S^44444444
^44444444

SUNSHINEDONUTS
OPENÍ^24 HOURS

CAL POLY SPECIAL!
1/2 Price
on a dozen donuts
SUNSHINE DONUTS

FEATURING 4 8 VARIETIES OF DONUTS
^SERVING KONA COFFEE
FROM HAWAII

O V e h jM i

195 Higuera St. 1057 Monterey St.
SLO
SLO
Expires 10/31/87

/7VW 207 o OFF

• Lotion Bar
• Cosmetics
• Jewelry
• Accessories^
• Gifts & Toys
*At our lotion bar you can have your lotion,
bath gel, aftershave, massage products
made especially for you with any of our
Fragrances. r ~ ^ l _____ 546-9277
Over 100 fragrances fa choose trami

Two Locations to Serve You!

N'C H O N LINE PRODUCTS
At our lotion Bar
Expires 10/31/87
"~ ~ ~ *‘*‘TWRi5onoT)alTy~(5ou^'n'|~ "‘"'~~

^iVehon

FREE

French V a n illa Lotion (2oz

1130 G arden St.

D ow ntow n Son Luis O bispo
(off Higuera)

Get A w a y
Frotn I t A ll!
24 Mrs.
a D ay!

with any $10 purchase
Expires 10/31/87
$5.00 OFF

“ A TRIAV UNKXJf EXPfRKNCE”

any hot tub for two
(w/coupon)
Good thru 8/19/87
Not Valid Saturdays

^

(or w/any other coupon)

1215 A v ila B e a ch Dr. SLO
•
•
•
•

HO U R LY H O T T U B R EN TALS
REC REATIO N AREA
M O TEL A C C O M O D A T IO N S
M A SSAG E CENTER

exp 11/16/87

$3.00 OFF
ANY T-SHIRT

ULj A R L i I oo

HACK

Skinny Lite.
Only 11.5 cal per fl.oz.
Frozen Dairy Desert
7/

New Yogurt Lite
& Improved Skinny Lite

25% Off

San Luis Obispo

Any Size Sundae

O PEN 10am to 10pm

n r - A D T PCC

OpiR Imi ymm pUamm 24 Im a 4ir.
HaaM CaMA«4 AMUWy MMMATÌMA

1215 A v ila B e ach Dr. SLQ _

SUGARLESS SHACK
and
HEALTHY HAVEN RESTAURANT
ATTENTION: ICECREAM
AND YOGURT LOVERS

"A TRULY UMOUE EXPERIBYCE '

when hot tub taken
at regular price
Not Valid with any other
discounts

S y c a m o r e M in e ra l

4S6 Marsh

F.

Of«i (m fmm fàte im >4 Im a 4irPIaam caMamé ammasst^ mmmeafimm
tn-Fioa

• Cups
• Cones
• Sundaes
• Banana Splits
• Shakes
• Floats
• Pastries
& Much More

doesn't have to he fattening to he fantastic!”

Sugarless Shack
486 Marsh St.

Expires 11/1

New Yogurt Lite
& Improved Skinny Lite

Buy 1 Large Cone,
Get 1 FREE
Sugarless Shack
486 Marsh St.

Expires 11/1

FWWWWTWWW
A Supplement of the Mustang Daily. Cal Poly SLO - 756-1143

You Can Bake a Great Pizza
in 12-15 Minutes.
Just Call Jake's Today.
541-6606

TAKE N' SAKE PIZZA

PIZZA
Rain Cheese
PLUS One Topping
Two Toppings
Three Toppings
Four Toppings
Extra Toppings

COMBO

SMALL
W

MEDIUM
12'

LARGE
16'

2 .7 5

3 .9 0

5 .5 0

3 .2 0

4 .5 0

6 .3 5

3 .6 5

5 .1 0

7 .1 5

4 .1 0

5 .7 0

7 .9 5

4 .5 5

6 .3 0

8 .7 5

.6 0

.70

.95

5 .8 0

7 .8 0

9 .9 5

)créunM
' 9AKt PIZIA

ONE BUCK
TAKE N' BAKE AND SAVE

SMALL 10" CHEESE PIZZA
$ 1 .0 0

Pick your favorites
Olives
Mushrooms
Pepperoni
Green Pepper
LInguica
R neopple

Onions
Salami
Sausage
Carxidian Bacon
Jalapeho Peppers
Ground Beef

793 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo
541-6606

(top pin gs extra)

ONE BUCK

5 .8 0

M u sh ro o m s

Bell P ep p ers

O n io n s

O lives

You Can Bake a
Great Pizza
in 12-15 M inutes.

TAKE N' BAKE AND SAVE

Large 16" Two T opping Pizza

$6.15

M u sh ro om s, Bell P eppers, O nion s
4 .2 5

Exp. 10/31/87

' TAK§M'9AKiPIZZA

P e p p e ro n i. S a u s a g e . S a la m i, Olives,

VEGETABLE

Limj^ i per coupon

793 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo

7 .8 5

793 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo
541-6606

Medium 12" Two Topping ,.
4 1n

.
^
cxjupon
Exp. 11/15/87
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20% OFF
WINDOW TINTING

731 Buckley R d .. SLO

AUTOBODY, PAINT & TINT SHOP

543-7878

FREE ESTIMATES
QUALITY PRODUCTS
AND TRAINED
PROFESSIONAL
INSTALLERS

731 Buckley Rd. • SLO
Buttonwood Industrial Park

insurance Work Glady Accepted
Protect Your Car With
Rust Proofing & Undercoating

/O /O

U,
1
2

Gift Certificates
Available

10% OFF
BODY & PAINT WORK

731 Buckley Rd. SLO

543-7878

C rO L D S G Y M
Don’t have time to train
every day?
20 workouts — $20
(consecutive or non-consecutive)
1 per person per year
3183 Duncan Ln. San Luis Obispo

•12,000 lbs. of free weights
•Zentec Variable Resistant (Nautilus)
•Personalized weight training
•Body fat analysis
•co-ed. aerobic classes and
abdominal classes
• Lifecycles
• Showers & locker facilities

□

:

ÜO LD»

ORCUTT

GTYM

The Mecca o f BodybuildingrM
3183 Duncan Ln. San Luis O bispo

G O LDS G YM
20% OFF APARREL
Exp. 10/31/87
3183 Duncan Ln. San Luis Obispo

541-1951

OPEN UNTIL 10 PM

541-1951

541-1951

7 DAYS A WEEK

$1.00 OFF
ANY POSTER
G O O D U N T IL 10-31

$1.00 OFF
ANY 1988 CALENDER
LOCATED ACROSS FROM THE LIBRARY

G O O D U N T IL 10-31

A Supplement of the Mustang Daily, Cal Poly SLO - 756-1143

M

u sta n g

D a il y

Classified Advertising Order Form

Graphic Aas Bldg #226 San L ujs Obispo, CA 93407
(805) 756-1143

Please Attach Your Check to This Form

N ame___________________________________
Street___________________________________
City_________ ______________ Z ip ________
Telephone______
Social Security #_
Ad Starts _____

Monday
Tuesday¥ •
W ednesday
Thursday
Friday

AD RATES
Ad runs

may stiirt runmnii on:

......................................
......................................
......................................
......................................
......................................

17 Typing
19 Miscellaneous
21 Travel
23 Ride Sluire
25 Opportunities
27 Employment
29 For Sale
31 Stereo Eijuipment

$1.10 per line per day
$ 1.00 per line per day
$ .90 per line per day

To Calculate Cost o f Ad: (2-Line Minimum Per Day)

W ednesday
Thursday
Friday
Monday
T uesdav

14 Point Lettering, count as 2 lines (Max 20 characters per line)
tl 2 4

P o i n t I - ^ C t t C r i n ^ , count as 4 Unes (Max 10 characters per line)

Number o f lines____________X
_______________
$.
_per line
S___________ X___________ num ber o f days ad runs = $.
Plus extra eharges (see below), if any
-i- = $_

Check appropriate classincation:
1 Campus clubs
3 Announcements
5 Personals
7 Greek News
9 Events
11 Lost &. Found
13 Wanted
15 Services

1-3 days
4-5 days
6-t- days

Tim es to run

Ads turned in by 10 AM

Amount PaidS
Check #
Date

33 M()|V'ils & Cycles
35 Bicycle
37 Automobiles

Total Amount Due
AHoldface $1 Extra Per Dav

= $.

= $.

39 R(X)inmalcs
41 Rcnuil Housing
43 Homes lor Sale
45 Other

Classilli'd Advertising Policies
All ;Hlvcriising copy and materials are subject to acceptance by the Mustang Daily General Manager.
The General Manager reserv es the right to reject all or any portion of the copy or art submitted
at any time prior to publication, even if material has previously been accepted or published.

W rite yo u r ad co p y here
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Mustang Daily

This guy’s not just
a student anymore

.Ik- ^ K J t i

y

of the board is the ad
vancement of post
secondary education on a
state level,’’ said
Sweeney, getting back to
business. “ As a student
trustee, I am in a sense a
liason between the board
and the CSSA (California
State Student Associa
tion). On the other hand,
I am also a full-fledged
trustee who happens to
be a student, and I hope
the trustees will accept
me as such.

7

’
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’This is an excellent
opportunity, and I
feel extremely lucky
to have been
selected for this
position at such a
young age.’
— John Sweeney

Thursday , O ctober 15,1987

k i

V

By Donna Taylor, Staff Writer
binders crammed with
CSU policies, Sweeney
flipped through the col
or-coded pages, articu
lately explaining his
duties and the main pur
poses of the 24-member
Board of Trustees, as his
two roommates and other
AGR brothers noisily fil
ed in and out of his room.
“ It’s like Animal House
in here sometimes’’ he
said of the house he’s
called home for four
years.
“ I would say that the
underlying responsibility

4 $ » 9

y

Former ASI VP chosen as
only student representative
to CSU Board of Trustees

A visit to John Francis
Sweeney’s room in the
Alpha Gamma Rho house
may be misleading. In
one corner sits a torn and
tatttered Lazy Boy chair;
a larger-than-life Spuds
MacKenzie cardboard
poster looms next to the
couch; and an enormous
fish tank containing
poisonous, squidlike
creatures stands near the
window.
Sound like your
average, blond, blue
eyed, frat boy’s living
quarters? Guess again.
Out of the 340,000 stu
dents in the 19-campus
California State Univer
sity system, Sweeney
was chosen to represent
them all as a CSU
trustee.
He became the first Cal
Poly student ever to be
named a CSU student
trustee when Gov.
Deukmejian appointed
him to the position this
summer. Sweeney will
serve a two-year term,
attending meetings of
the CSU Board of
Trustees in Long Beach
every other month as
well as serving on three
committees.
“ This is an excellent
opportunity, and I feel
extremely lucky to have
been selected for this
position at such a young
age,’’ said the 22-year-old
civil engineering major.
Lugging out five huge

4 4 é * i é é é

“ My experience as ASI
vice president (two years
ago) allowed me to realize
my potential, and just
because I’m a student
doesn’t mean I can be in
timidated by ad
ministrators. Asa
trustee, I need to effec
tively communicate stu
dent opinion, popular or
not, to the board. It’s
also very important to
consider every issue on a
systemwide basis, on
what’s in the best inter
est of the 19 campuses
and the residents of
California. For this
reason, I can in no way
show impartiality to Cal
Poly, and if I feel I have
to, 1 will abstain from
voting.’’
The Sonoma, Calif,
native was a computer
science major and stu
dent senator for the
School of Science and
Mathematics in 1984-8S
when he learned of the
student trustee position,
which has existed since
1980. He applied, and in
the meantime became
ASI vice president for
1985-86 and an alternate
senator for the School of
Engineering.
“ I sort of backed off of
that (being an alternate
senator), however, to do
London Study,’’ said
Sweeney, calling his
quarter there a fantastic
experience.
Before he left for Lon-

>

J

Is on campus . . ail your

^

m

A

>

ty p e s e ttin g and prii.img needs?
A

Resumes
Newsletter;
Posters
Chromatec

Fliers
B ro c h u re s
Camerr> w o r k
and m ore . .

Monday Fnoay 8 :00 -5:00
Graphic Arts Buildir^g

Sweeney’s and a Cal
State Bakersfield stu
dent’s — to Gov.
Deukmejian. When he
See SWEENEY, back

don, Sweeney and 12
other students were in
terviewed by CSSA
members, who then for
warded two names —

21 iB

W E L C O M E STUDENTS

PUBLIC HAIR SALON
IS D O IN G IT A G A IN !

CUT FOBA BUCK

Qo

(rs jn o oo A rv#

TIRED OF LOOKING LIKE EVERYONE ELSE?

MUSTANG DAILY

Shop at Full Circle
for clothing you really
like.
. ,
W e b u v clo th in g

Perm S p e c ia l $25.00
Come visit Jaynne & Sandi

Lf

PUBLIC HAIR
If y o u 'r e to o k in g for s o m e o n e
t o k e e p y o u lo o k in g g o o d . '

C all for b u v in g tim es.

m

»
^

544-5611

570 Higuera
The^Cream er^^^^^

Also

5 4 4 So. H ig u e r a S.L.O.

541-3435

f

¿GOOD FOB FRST CUT ONtV-EXPWtS OCTOBEB 3 l i

NOW!

At Wm. Rondolph's RMtQurant

Everything a reader could want.
Oct. 15,16,17
Bruce Baum
One Show Thurs. 9 p.m.
Two Shows Fri. S Sot. 8 A 10 p.m.

All Paperbacks, Hardbacks,
Magazines in stock

10% off

All New York Times
Hardback Bestsellers
», $7; with dinner, ^

35%off
In The General Book Dept.

Hove D inner a t Wm. Randolph '$ and "The Joke 's on Them ! "

Complimentory Tickets Available for Dining Patrons

Sun, and Thurs. Nights 1/2 Price with Valid CAL Poly I.D.

_

M oke R e se rv a tio n s
__________
Now — 543-3333

1850 Monterey St., Son Luis Obispo
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RAPE

From page 4

From page 6

a-half of operation, said Foster.
At the start of the program, only
12 stores were being used. But
all 180 Lucky supermarkets were
added this April and more than
$85,000 has been raised since
then.
Keeping operation costs low is
accomplished by using volun
teers at the local level. First, two
committees are formed: a local
funds distribution committee to
decide how much money each
program gets and a local publici
ty committee to educate the
community about Food For All.
Second, people can volunteer to
“ adopt a store” and become the
liaison between the management
and the main branch. These peo
ple set up the displays, make
sure the store is stocked with
cards, and inform shoppers about
the program and the amount of
money raised.
Businesses or groups can also
sponsor a store and provide the
$250 needed to cover installation
and operation costs.
“ W e’re trying
to
keep
overhead costs dow n,” said
Foster, adding that only 10 per
cent of the money raised is used
for administration costs.
So far the program seems to
work.
“ People are asking about the
program and we’re getting a
good, positive response,” said
Foster.
“ The simplicity of the program
is attractive,” said Sorensen.
“ Almost any income bracket can
add 50 cents to their purchase,”
he said.
“ It’s exciting that without any
advertising, money is coming
in,” Sorensen said. “ Hunger isn’t
front-page news, but it’s always
a problem.”

She added Greeks are at an
even greater risk due to the in
creased social pressure within
the Greek system and the fact
that most of their activities
center around alcohol.
A video shown at the pres
entation, called “ Rethinking
Rape,” explained that most ac
quaintance rapes go unreported
and the victims rarely tell any
one about it or receive any form
of counseling.
“ Nobody wants to think their
friends are capable of (rape),”
Biggs said. “ I’ve had three cases
where the girls’ sororities didn't
believe them and wouldn’t back
them up because the guy was
real popular. All three have since
left this campus.
“ If someone tells you they’ve
been raped, believe them. They
have nothing to gain from telling
you something like that.”
Biggs said this usually hap
pens because when women ac
knowledge someone they know
has been raped, they have to face
the fact that it could also happen
to them.
Many acquaintance rape vic
tims feel they must have done

P a rk in g P ro b le m s ?

SENATE
From page 1

said.
The report will go to executive
committee where it will be
assigned to one of the senate’s
standing committees to be stud
ied further.
Also in the meeting, a resolu
tion geared to strengthen affir
mative action at Cal Poly was
sent back to committee to be
rewritten,
because
senators
didn’t think its meaning was
clear.
The resolution asked the
. senate to recognize the impor

something wrong and are to
blame, not acknowledging they
were actually raped.
Biggs said, “ A lot of women
say to me, ‘It was my fault. I
was drinking, I was there and I
went upstairs with him. But 1
tried to call it off and I couldn’t
call it off.’ That is rape and the
sooner we all acknowledge that
as rape, the sooner it’s going to
stop.”
The program included facts on
alcohol use and its effects since
85 percent of acquaintance rapes
involve alcohol. Ironically, next
week is National Collegiate
Alcohol Awareness Week, also
stressing the importance of safe
and responsible drinking habits.
Small group discussions were
held at the end of the evening to
give students an opportunity to
discuss their feelings about what
they had seen and heard. The
reaction was mainly of shock, but
quite a bit of doubt prevailed.
Hurwitz said this is not un
common because acquaintance
rape victims are often partially
blamed by society for what hap
pens to them. She added that
people usually say things like
“ You were drunk,” “ You led him
on,” “ You really wanted it,” or
“ What were you wearing?”
“ A woman can become very
tance of the affirmative action
facilitators’ role in promoting
equal opportunity employment.
“ The Academic Senate has
never come out and recognized
that the campus has affirmative
action,” said Maria Ortiz, author
of the resolution.
Last year. Cal Poly President
W arren Baker asked each
department to assign a faculty
member to act as a liaison be
tween the department and the
affirmative action office.
Paul Murphy asked that the
resolution be rewritten because
the duties of the facilitator. were
not clearly stated in it.
The senate concurred.

confused when she starts hearing
those things and begins to feel
really guilty,” said Hurwitz.
“ The only thing a woman who
has been raped is guilty of is us
ing poor judgment,” Biggs said.
“ No one wants to be raped.”
“ It’s scary,” said Rob Condron, who attended the pres
entation. “ I didn’t think it af
fected men, then they started
talking about little sisters ... they
really made us out to be the bad
guys.”
Kelly Lacey said it changed her
definition of rape. She also said it
was helpful by stressing the need
to be supportive of victims and
by giving them numbers they
can call if they, or someone they
know, need help.
The Status of Rape On Cam
pus committee hopes to make
this a mandatory presentation in
the residence halls in the near
future in order to reach a greater
number of students.
The committee also urges any
one who has been involved in a
rape or any type of assault situa
tion to contact any of the
organizations involved in the
program or find some form of
counseling to help them deal with
what happened and why it hap
pened.

543-4950.

Open daily 9-5
except Sundays.

GEN^
SHWiS

•The International Student’s
Plaza Show and Food Sales will
be held Thursday, Oct. 15 at 11
a.m. in the University Union
plaza. The event is sponsored by
the Multi-Cultural Center.
•Political science professor
David Daleniski of Occidental
College will speak on “ Jefferson
and the Constitution” Thursday,
Oct. 15 at 11 a.m. in the Univer
sity Union, Room 220. The event
is p art o f the A rts and
Humanities Lecture series.
•The
Learning
Assistance
Center will be holding a speed
reading workshop Thursday, Oct.
15 from 10 a.m. to noon. Call
X1256 for information.
•The Placement Center will be
holding a summer job workshop
Thursday, Oct. 15 at 11 a.m. in
the Business Building, Room
204.
•The Latin American Sym
posium Formation Committee
will be meeting Thursday, Oct.
15 at 7 p.m. in the Multi-Cultural
Center — University Union,
Room 217.
•P hoto ID cards will be
distributed Thursday, Oct. 15
from 10 a.m. to 1 a.m. in the
University Union plaza.

•Professor Will Alexander will
speak on “ Hard Work — Food
Plenty” Friday, Oct. 16 at 2 p.m.
in Room 216 of the University
Union. To recognize World Food
Day the films “ Business of
Hunger,” “ Rich and Poor,” and
“ Food Aid” will be shown in the
same room from noon to 2 p.m.
The event is co-sponsored by the
Peace Corps and the Multi
cultural Center.
•The Special Olympics Team
Tournament Day will be held at
Cal Poly Friday, Oct. 16 from
9:30 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. at the soc
cer field below the main track.
The public is invited to attend.
For more information call 5446444.
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Away Australia!

Win a round trip tor two to the lobulous Expo '88 in
Brisbane, Australia. Just com e in an d register tor a chance
to win the trip oi a liietime! No purchase necessary. 'There
will b e hundreds of other prizes irom the Land Down
Under, including Australian Opal jewelry, koalas,
boom erangs an d more!
And while you're there, see our beautilul Australian Opal
jewelry. Great prices on beautiiul jewelry an d the
ch an ce to win the trip ol a liietime Register at:

A blood-curdling tal« of a classic
creature who stalks the foggy streets
of London In search of his victims.
Beware of Jack the Ripper!
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Chambers scores on Asian tour
Former Mustang
promotes new
league overseas
By Julie Williams
s t a f f W r it e r

He’s got the same style —
that familiar confidence and
charm — but this time Sean
Chambers has got a new story.
Until recently, Chambers’
claim to fame was that he was
the first Cal Poly basketball
player to be named an allAmerican. Now, he is the first
to ever play professional ball.
Chambers, who led the
Mustangs to conference cham
p io n sh ip s the past two

BASKETBALL

DARYL SHOPTAUGH/Mustang Daily

FREE

seasons,
spent
September
touring Asia to promote the
new International Basketball
Association. The IBA, com
posed of players 6-foot-4 and
under, is about to embark on
its first year.
The league, which has 12
teams in the United States and
Canada, will play from May to
September. Dennis Murphy,
the league coordinator, said
only 4 percent of National
Basketball Association players
stand under 6-5. Murphy
likened the IBA and NBA to
boxing’s middleweight and
heavyweight divisions.
Tryouts for the touring allstar team were held in Los
Angeles, Chicago, Dallas, New
York and Canada. The top six
players from each area were
sent to Fresno for the final
cuts. Only 12 were selected to
See CHAMBERS, page 12
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Mustangs can’t get a
break on trip north
By Colin Campbell
Special to the Daily

The Cal Poly volleyball team
suffered two breakdowns on its
trip earlier this week. One was
mechanical — the team’s motor
coach needed some late-night
work done on it in King City,
delaying the Lady Mustangs’ ar
rival in San Jose Monday night.
The other mishap occured
Tuesday night in Spartan Gym,
as Cal Poly fell to 13th-ranked
San Jose State in three straight,
15-9, 15-7, 15-5, in a Pacific Coast
Athletic Association match.
The loss dropped the Lady
Mustangs’ record to 10-8 overall
and 2-6 in the PCAA. San Jose
has swept Cal Poly in the teams’
two matches this year.
Although the Lady Mustangs
jumped out to early leads in the
first two games, they were not
able to sustain the advantages.
“ You’ve got to give a lot of
credit to San Jose State,’’ said
head coach Mike Wilton. “ 1 think

they’re a fairly balanced and
steady team. We played poorly.
We were like zombies at times. I
thought we were going to come
to play.’’
Said San Jose head coach Dick
Montgomery, “ 1 thought, look
ing at them in warmups, that

VOLLEYBALL
they were here to beat us.’’
Cal Poly was led by Michelle
Hansen, who had 12 kills, and
Theresa Smith, who had 10.
“ If we were going to beat these
guys, it would have been
tonight,’’ said Smith. “ We just
didn’t cut it.’’
Said junior outside hitter Darci
Pankhard: “ We get ahead and
then we let teams back into it.
We don’t keep that fighting at
titude.”
The Lady Mustangs will try to
recapture some of that intensity
Saturday night when they take
on conference foe Fresno State in
the .Main Gym. Game time is 8
p.m.

Cuesta explodes in second
half to hold off Mustangs
The Cal Poly water polo team,
coming off four straight victories
to win the Cal .Maritime Tour
nament last weekend, fell to
Cuesta College Tuesday, 11-6.
Cuesta led, 5-4, at halftime be
fore turning on the afterburners.
Cal Poly was led by Andy
Lavalle, who scored two goals.
Adding single goals were Kevin
Winkler,
Jim
Long, Larry

Alamillo and Dave Cook.
The .’Vlustangs, whose record
fell to 6-3, will next take to the
pool Oct. 25, when they face UC

WATER POLO
Santa Barbara and the Universi
ty of Southern California in San
ta Barbara.

Manicure with a Haircut
497 Marsh St. (by the jock House)
San Luis O bispo 544-3683

let us shed a
little lisht on the subject
for you Iat

c o u p o n e x p ire s N o v. 10, 1987
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QQp

a quality full service copy center & art department

c o p ie s 59 c o p ie s 59 c o p ie s 59
775 foothill blvd. • san luis obispo • 544-3625

epresentatives from The Gap
BE READY
FOR THE

will be visiting campus for an
informational session on career
opportunities.
DATK

riMH:

LOCATION:

GET
CUFFS TEST
PREPARATION
GUIDE.

October 15, 4:30-5:30
CORE

St.iff Dining H.ill

•sniDKNTS MAIOKINC. IN:

Accounting/Fin.mce
t e a « « V mI

(with minimum of 3 accounting courses)
Informal Reception Immediately Following

?
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•

Cliffs Test Preparation Guide
can help you score higher This
easy-to-use guide gives you
compretiensive preparation
including practice tests, answers
arid thorough explanations So
miike sure you’re ready tor this
important test, get a Cliffs Test
Preparation Guide today
Titles available tor ACT, GbD
(5vol.).GMAT. GRE, NTE.
PSAT. SAT and ESSAY EXAM

In*«

Alw ays 10% savings
on Cliffs Guides at
El Corral B ookstore

See your placement office for more information.
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Sean Pierce
once again
getting kicks
from football
By Mwrty N eldeffer
StaH Writar

baf''

Picture this scenario. The Cal
Poly football team continues its
winning ways and goes into the
playoffs, where the Mustangs
have an opportunity to win their

<i

wítí. ’

FOOTBALL
first national championship in
seven years.
In the championship game,
they trail by one point with two
minutes to play. Quarterback
Tom Sullivan leads his team on a
desperation march to the opposi-

Cal Poly kicker Sean Pierce (right) leads the conference In kick
scoring.

tion’s 30-yard line.
As the clock ticks inside 10 seconds, the Mustangs call for
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COOL DEAL
ON HOT
FUDGE

■■■ fcy-ees..
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Buy
1

•J'C■•'■'Vás

.

Hot Fudge
Sundae
land get the 2nd|
one for half
price!
728 Higuera. SLO
7345 El Camino Real. Atas.
exp. 10 31 87
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their last time out. Without hesi
tation head coach Lyle Setencich
sends in his field-goal unit.
Meanwhile, the rest of the
Mustangs look on helplessly,
their bodies beaten, their insides
churning. A season of hard work
will come down to one kick.

summer in dire need of a consis
tent kicker, these factors soon
became irrelevent.

Holder Kevin Emigh kneels to
mark the spot. Here's the snap,
the spot, the kick. It’s, it’s, it’s
good. The Mustangs are the na
tional champions!

Pierce, who last kicked for
Ventura Junior College, said he

If by chance this scenario pro
ves to be p ro p h e tic , the
Mustang’s coaches can thank
their lucky stars they found a
reliable foot in first-year kicker
Sean Pierce.

‘Kicking a football Isn’t as fun as peo
ple might think. It’s the constant pres
sure. The only fun Is after the game,
and then only If you did things right.’

You see, Pierce is no ordinary
first-year player. For starters, he
is 23 years old and has been in
school five years. For finishers,
he hasn’t played football in more
than three years.
For the team’s coaching staff,
which opened training camp this

“ Sean was very fortunate,’’
said a ssista n t coach
Bill
MacDermott.
“ He inherited
something we needed very bad
ly.’’

left the game simply because he
grew tired of it.
“ Kicking a football isn’t as fun
as people might think,’’ he said.
“ It’s constant pressure. The only
fun is after the game, and then
only if you did things right.’’

He Stayed away from football
because he found the free time to
be enjoyable. After leaving Ven
tura, he came to Cal Poly tb an
English major and became an
honor student.
Still, the yearning for the game
never left him, and when it
became apparent that this would
be his last chance to prove he

could play at the college level, he
decided to give it one last shot.
“ Actually, I came back by
popular demand,’’ said Pierce. “ I
had been kicking for five years
before I took the layoff and my
See PIERCE, page 11

Two great ways to cruise through the semester.
The hand on the left is poised on what could be the most es.sential part
o f\()u r education.
•A.Macintosh'“ computer.
.And the hand on the righ t is grip p in g pure, simple, unadulter
ated fun.
A Honda Scooter. One ^Ae re g i\ ing away.
.All you ha\e to do for a chance to d ri\’e it a\\ ay is \is it your campus
com puter center and fill out an entry f( irm . 'A’h ile \o u 're there, take a
.Macintosh for a test drive.

yi
J

Because .Macintosh can help you \A rite term papers, categorize
elements o f the p e rio d ic u ib lt, p lo t the rise and fall o f pork-lxdK'
prices, com pile com puter code, and talk to other computers.

1

•And the first 2S0 people on campus w ho get Ix h in d a mouse, so
to speak, w ill receive a free Apple* m em o board.
So head o \e r to \ ( >ur campus com puter center today. .And ask
about our Student Financing Program.
VCho knows-' Aim may soon find yourself cruising a little farther
than you expected.
^
^
'fit

Test drive a Macintosh. You may ride away on a Honda Scooter.
Take a 5-minute demonstration
Enter Now - October 22

El Cbrral

Certain restrictioas apply, visit yxiur campus com puter center for complete prom otional deuiLs O ix; free Honda E lite'“ 50 .SicxHer w ill tx' awarded per participating schtHil, onlv registered .students and faculty are eligible to win. Odds of winning vary depending
on size o f schtx)l and number of contest entrants. No purchase nece.vsary ® 19fr Apple Caanputer, I ik Apple and the Apple logo are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc Macintosh is a tradem ark o f Apple O im puter, Inc. Elite is a tradem ark o f Honda.
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What he did was solidify a
position the Mustangs* coaching
staff had doubts about. He also
increased Cal Poly*s hope for, at
From page 10
the very least, a league title.
parents really wanted me to give
On the year. Pierce has hit six
it one last try.”
of eight Held goals, including a
Though parental pressure may 42-yarder, and 18 of 23 extra
have spurred the idea, the will to points. He has also done a good
prove himself was the driving job on kickoffs, although he feels
force behind his comeback.
his distance can, and will, be in
“ I went over everything in my creased when his mechanics fall
mind before I decid^ to try it,** into place.
he said.
M echanical problem s are
After reviewing the pros and something he is dealing with for
cons of the situation, he said to the first time in his career. The
himself, “ I could do it.**
absence from the game and lack

PIERCE

of day-in, day-out practice have
left the sidewinding kicker a bit
rusty.
“ A long layoff will make things
that are second nature to some
one who practices everyday dif
ficult for someone who hasn*t,**
said MacDermott. “ They say
that you never forget how to ride
a bicycle, but you still have to
hone those skills.**
Despite his slightly rusty
mechanics, he has earned the
confidence of his coaches and,
more importantly, the respect of
his teammates. Coming into
camp an unknown commodity, he
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got off on the right foot (no pun
intended) by kicking his longest
field goal of the year, a 42-yarder,
against Humboldt State in the
first game.
Emigh, the Mustangs* punter
as well as Pierce*s holder,
describes the kicker as an intense
competitor, but also as a guy
with a sense of humor.
“ He*s kind of a jokester,** said
Emigh. “ You know, he looks like
a college professor and some
times he can come off the wall
with some stuff.**
On the field. Pierce is all
business. Emigh said most of the

time he will talk to a kicker right
before a kick, just to give en
couragement. That*s not the case
with Pierce, however.
“ With Sran it*s different,** said
Emigh. “ If I say something to
him he just stares at me. It*s like
I’m just part of the blocking
team and he*s out there by
himself. He is very intense.**
MacDermott best summed up
Pierce’s importance to the
Mustangs.
“ I would be confident in any
situation, when it came down to
win or lose, to have Sean out
there,** he said.

Best Picture of '86!

C O N V E N IE N T ONCAMPUS EM PLO Y
MENT!

C L A S S IP 'IE D
•SOCIETY FOR ADVANCEMENT OF MGMT*
MEETS THUR AT 11 00 AG ENG 123
GUEST SPEAKER: TUNNY ORTALI,
OWNER OF F McCLINTOCKS

ASI CONCERTS

IN DISPLAYING YOUR BOOK IN OUR
NEW 'LOCAL AUTHORS' SECTION. CALL
KERRY ROBERTS AT 756-5316

presents

Sunday Oct. 18 8pm Chumash Aud. tix avail:
UU PLAZA, BOO BOO'S
CSA-ROLLERSKATING ON SAT!
DETAILS ON THURS.,7:30,SCI.A-12
DELTA SIGMA PI PLEDGES
~ ~
YOU'VE EARNED OUR INTEREST!
CONGRAT S - THE ACTIVES
EPISCOPAL STUDENTS CANTERBURY
CLUB
MEETS SUNDAY AT 7PM AT UNIVERSITY
CHRISTIAN CENTER. FOR MORE INFO
CALL
544-3710
_______

'

RM 227 GUEST SPEAKER
BEN IBACH TITAN CAP__________________
HEAD COACH POSITION FOR CAL POLY
CREW CLUB IS OPEN FOR APPLICATION
IF INTERESTED OR FOR FURTHER INFO
CALL MATT HANKO-PRES. AT 541-2541
OR PUT A NOTE IN APC BOX 325 UU

MU DELTA PHI

TODAY' 11AM SCI NORTH 206 SPEAKER
DR DAHLSTROM. EMERGENCY MEDICINE
SOCIETY OF BLACK ENGINEERS
U.U. PLAZA HOT LINK SALE
WHEN OCTOBER 15 AND 16
Student Community Services
OUTREACH program orientation will
be held.
multicultural center. UU
Thursday Oct 15 600pm
For any Volunteers willing to help
the disabled of our community
TECHNICAL MAJOR
RESUME BOOK
ALL TECHNICAL MAJORS CAN SUBMIT
A COPY OF THEIR RESUME TO GREG
STONE AT ASME S WEEKLY MEETING.
THURSDAYS 11 00 SCI E-27.
OR BRING IT TO THE ASME MAILBOX
IN THE ME DEPT THERE IS NO COST
TO YOU!

OUTREACH NEEDS SINCERE ENERGETIC
PEOPLE TO WORK WITH THE
DEVELOPMENTALY DISABLED.IF YOU
WANT TO HELP OTHERS.
AND YOU CAN MAKE A ONE OUARTER
COMMITTMENT COME TO ORIENTATION
MEETING TH OCT. 15 600PM IN THE
MULTI-CULTURAL CENTER-IN THE UU
PALS ORIENTATION MEETING
Anyone interested in the Poly Pals
program please come to the AG
building room 223 at 7:00pm
Tuesday Oct 13th. For more
information call 756-2476.
__________
TUTORS NEEDED FOR GRADES K-12
ARE YOU GOOD AT MATH-^ SCIENCE'^
ENGLISH7CONTACT STUDENT COMMU
NITY
SERVICES AT 756-2476 OR STOP
BYUU217.
WHERE HAVE THE POLY PALS GONE'^?
All old pals please contact
student community services in
UU217or call us at 756-2476
and tell us if you are still
matched.
PLEASE!!!
ART PRINT SALE IS COMMING TO
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE - ALL NEXT
WEEK - PRICES START AT $3 00
ART PRINTS OF RUSSELL. HANSEN,
REMINGTON AND OTHER ARTISTS
EXIBITED AND SOLD AT EL CORRAL
BOOKSTORE ALL NEXT WEEK

CORRECTION:

BERKELEY
SHAKESPEARE
FESTIVAL IN

Fishbone

FMA MEETING
DEXTER BLDG

ATTENTION AUTHORS
EL CORRAL BOOKSTORE IS INTERESTED

HENRY 5
Oct. 15&16
CAL POLY THEATRE
FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 756-1421

BOSTON

CHAMBER
MUSIC
SOCIETY
OCT 17
CAL POLY THEATRE
FOR RESERVATIONS
CALL 756-1421
Career Planning Workshop Oct 20th 3-5 PM
Counseling Services 546-2511_____________
CD CD'S CD S9.95!
At Cheap Thrills, for all of
September and October, any not in
stock midprice CD, only S9.95. Any
regular list CD not in stock we
order for you is only SI 3.95._______________
DO YOU CARE ABOUT YOUR UU?
WANT TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP
SKILLS? GET INVOLVED AND JOIN THE
UNION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE. PICK UP
AN APPLICATION FROM LINDA LEE IN
UU 217A. DEADLINE IS THURS OCT 15
EXERCISE AND FITNESS
EXPERIENCE IT'
Learn about becoming and staying
fit through Cal Polys peer health
educators exercise & fitness pro
gram We provide indivualized
info in fitness programs, injury
prevention, and weight loss
through exercise V\fe are located
at the student health center and
are available for personal
counsiling M-TH by appointment.
For more info call or stop by.
Phone 756-1211
POLY PHASE BOOK EXCHANGE
FINAL PAYBACKS
Today Only - UU 219
SAIFD GORDON CHAPTER
ACTIVITIES
OCTOBER 15 MEETING 11 AM AG225
OCTOBER 16 FLOWER SALE UU 11-2
LOOK FOR HOMECOMING FLOWERSALE
Speed Reading Seminar Oct 15th 10AM12Noon Chase HAH Room 102 546-1256
THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN AD
VANCE__________________________________

VOLUNTEERS

needed to help with the holiday
Sharing Drive and other projects
If interested at all. call the
SCS office at 756-5834
Ask for Patty or Steve

****JODEE HAHN****
Thanx for the ride Babe!!
You are sucha special friend!
Love ya! Jana______________
ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24-HR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
■A FRIEND FOR LIFE
ARE YOUR WALLS BARE? FILL EM WITH
POSTERS AND GRAPHICS THE LARG
EST SELECTION. 1000s. THE SUB 879
HIGUER A 541-3735 ___ ________ _______
Lose 10-29lbs in 30days guaranted Call Chris
543-8172_______________ _________ _______
Party Animals!For erotic enter
tainment.Kattalena strips772-5809
WANTED
1 Bradley L. Hawthorne
for the rest of his life
Happy Anniversary Baby!
LOVE Anna

THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS
IS 10:00AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE, NOT
12:00 NOON.
ASI Films is
proud to present

PLATOON

S e e jd under EVENTS___
ASI FINANCE COMMITTEE has
openings for Arch Engin. and
Secretary Pick up Applications
in UU217A Come join the Team

ALPHA PHI PI PLEDGES
GOOD LUCK ON SATURDAY
THE ACTIVES THINK YOU'RE AWESOME

ARE THE GREATEST
LOVE. THE PI S

ALPHA PHI WISHES ALL SORORITY
PLEDGES GOOD LUCK AT PRESENTS

in Chumash Aud. only SI .50
FRI & SAT 7:00 & 9:40

ALPHA PHI PLEDGES

KRISTYN,KENDAL,&GI
YOUR BIG SIS'S LOVE YOU
HAVE FUN TONITE"!

ALPHA PHITHE PJ PARTY WAS WILD
OFFICER DINNER FAR FROM MILD
LET'S DO IT AGAIN,
AS SOON AS WE CAN,
FOR WITH A-PHI, CHOPS ARE STYLED'
NEED WE SAY MORE??
THE BROS OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHA

ALPHA SIGMA

Congratulations on your
victory over the defending
football champs Lambda Chi this
past Sunday. Good luck the rest of
the year! Love Your Little Sisters_______
ARE YOU DIRTY? REALLY DIRTY?
Then bring your dirty car to the
AEll CAR WASH - SATURDAY 10/17.
Starts at 10am Located at AEll
house 280 Calif benefit for BASFBB
CHERIE ALBERTSEN- CONGRATS!'
THIS NOTE IS FROM YOUR BIG BRO.
OF WHOM YOU DO NOT YET KNOW
BUT KEEP UP THE GOOD WORK
AND FINDING ME WILL BE NO QUIRK"
-YOUR LAMBDA BIG BRO

DT.

Congrats to ALL of our Awesome new pledges
" ! Good Luck Luv-Lil' Sisters.______________

d

Tt

Lil's Sis pledges, get psyched for Saturdays
Slumber We are! Luv: Active Lil s Sisters.

DELTA SIGMA PHI

TGIF HAT PARTY" FRIDAY 3-7
HAWAIIAN PARTY'! SATURDAY 12-4
FOOTHILL GAME. INTERVIEW SUN
DSP 244 CALIFORNIA BLVD DSP

DT-AXO-AGR"
WAS SAT. NIGHT WILD OR WHAT?
WHATEVER IT WAS. IT WAS A BLAST
THANKS'! LOVE GAMMA PHI BETA
GAMMA PHI BETA RHOSTHIS WEEKEND IS FOR YOU.ENJOY'
WE LOVE YOU. THE ACTIVES

PHI DELTA

COLONY BROTHERS
Thank you for a rad pinning night
Your BETA Pledge Class

PHI DELTA THETA

WISHES TO CONGRADULATE THE
BETA PLEDGE CLASS-GET ARROUSED'
Sigma Alpha Epsilon

Cal Poly games Area presents
A BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT Saturday
October 17 at 10:00am PRIZES!'
Sign-Up in Rec Sports TODAY!'

Copelands Sports is now accepting
applications for the winter
season Positions available for
full and part time for ski techs,
skies,boots.bindings.sales.cashiers.etc. If you are enthusiastic
and like people.apply in person
at 962 Monterey st.__________________
PART-TIME SECRETARY Looking for
a responsible person to fill a
part-time job as a secretary Must
balance check statements and
file receipts Well groomed.cheer
ful. good with people Learn how
to answer telephones We will
train Please inquire in person
Telephone number for appointments
IS 541-2957 or 544-7979 Ask for
Tim or Melissa.

SALES
REPS

Part/full time. Sell hottest new
consumer product in years. Earn
big commissions. Top advertising
support for leads. See full page
■Radiaton Watchdog ad now in
NEW TIMES. Hear prime time spots
on KZOZ. KKAL. Market research
shows 26*0 buy on the spot' Full
sales tools professional sales
attache cases, premiums, contest
awards, etc. Opportunity to ad
vance to regional sales manager.
Local inventory stock Rush re
sume to Radiation Marketing
2228 S El Camino Real. :175.
San Mateo. CA 94403 or call
locally for more information
541 -3132: or call for Theresa
at (415) 595-0961
WANTED: 30 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE
SERIOUS ABOUT LOSING UP TO 30 LBS
IN 30 DAYS. GUARANTEED' 481-1128

•"F R E E — FREE— FREE—
ATTIC INSULATION WEATHERSTRIPPING
WATERHEATER BLANKETS-SPONSORED
BY SO CAL GAS. CALL ENERGY 544-4355
•MICKI & HELEN-_________________________
IF YOU NEED IT NOW. WE DELIVER' TSHIRT PRINTING-HIGH QUALITY- LOW
PRICES- CHEAP T'S 995-2560 _________

IMPORTANT INFO:

THE DEADLINE FOR MUSTANG DAILY
CLASSIFIED ADS IS 10AM TWO DAYS IN
ADVANCE

LEARN LIFETIME SKILLS...
GAIN VALUABLE EXPERIENCES...
FLEX ABLE SCHEDULES... WE WILL WORK

AROUND YOUR CLASS SCHEDULE AND
Q U A R TE R
BREAK
SCHED
ULE. OPPORTUNITIES
AVAILABLE IN BAKING,COOKING,
SALAD PREP,CUSTOMER SERVICE,
WAREHOUSING, CUSTODIAL SERVICES,
DISH WASHING AND CLERICAL WORK.
APPLY WITH FOUNDATION FOOD SERV
ICE
AREA SUPERVISOR OF YOUR CHOICE
OR CALL 756-1175 FOR MORE
INFORMATION

MACHIN
ISTS

Students with Conventional or
CNC machining experience needed
for Part-time Wtork, Hours are
very flexible Wage Starts at
6.50 hr. Contact Tim at 543-7149

TRUCK DRIVER

LOCAL DELIVERY OF BUILDING
MATERIALS PART TIME HOURS MIN
AGE 21 MUST HAVE TRUCK EXPERIENCE
AND GOOD DRIVING RECORD CLASS
1 LICENSE NOT REQUIRED CALL
WEEKDAYS 8AM-11AM 544-1375
WOODSTOCKS PIZZA is now accepting
applications for delivery help
Earn good money at a fun place to
work Apply in person at 1015
Court St SLO

CAD SOFTWARE DISCOUNT PROGRAM
2-D DRAFTING & 3-D DESIGN
SYSTEM STUDENTS & FACULTY
S99 00 CALL NOW - ONSITE
SYSTEMS 549-8191
Color TV 19in Solid State, works
great Call 543-1080 Si 15_______
COUCH HEATER 4-SALE 544-4282
McIntosh Plus w 20Meg Harddisk Imagewnter
Printer Excel Jazz and other software S2400
Call Andy 544-4361_______________________
VAURNET SUNCLOUD OAKLEY G AR 
GOYLE REVO HOBIE SKI OPTIC BIGGEST
SELECTION ANYWHERE-THE SEA BARN

1972 MAVERICK EXCELLENT
MECHANICAL CONDITION S700
EVES 481-1101
1973 142 VOLVO AT
VERY GOOD CONDITION $1500 00
489-8904
78 Bonneville.gd cond new tires
luxury car P S.P B.P W P seat
S500 OBO 541-5670

Little Sister Rush

Thurs Oct 15 Slide Show
Ag Eng 123 7:30 Semi-Formal
Fri Oct 16 3:00 Sundown
Barbeque at Cuesta Park
Sat Oct 17 Bonfire Port San Luis

THE BROTHERS WELCOME THE NEW
ASSOCIATES AND PROSPECTIVE
CRESCENTS OF LAMBDA CHI ALPHACONGARATULATIONS"

THETA CHI LIL SIS CAR WASH
SUN OCT 18.10-? SHELL STATION
(across from Taco Bell) CARS Si
TRUCKS $2 BE THERE'"
TKE DELTA CLASS
The Prodigious Class of the Future
Congratulations and Good Luck
TKE LITTLE SISTER PERSPECTIVES
You Look Marvelous,Congratulations
Love The Bros
TO ALL SORORITIESLETS HAVE FUN AT PRESENTS'
LOVE GAMMA PHI BETA
TO THE THETAS' OF BETA THETA PI

ALPHA PHI ACTIVES

PLATOON

C O N G R A TU LA 
TIO N S AND W EL
COME
ZTA For Your Eyes Only
Mission Friday Night
From TKE With Love

EXPERIENCED TYPIST S i.75 PAGE 5410488 DAY 541-4761 EVE PEGGY_________
FAST SERVICE-EXP TYPIST-1.50
PG. SR PROJECTS 541-0168 CHRIS
I'm still typing. For work You can trust, call
Susie. 528-7805 Thanks

2rmts needed.M F.studious.mdpnt
3bdrm gorgeous house Fire Hot tub.lg
redwood deck.lg Ivng bth.ktch
near french hosp lrm.1 2bthS340 Ism
rm$295 Avbl 11 8 544-5429 msg
OWN ROOM IN HOUSE S233
CLOSE TO POLY CALL 544-7713

P ^ E R CHASE WORD P R O C E S S II^
CALL KAREN 544-2692

ROOM FOR RENT 549-9160
LAGUNA LAKE S280 00 CALL NOW

Pro wordprocessing w spell check.
SI .85 pg . SlOmin. 481-1573

ROOM FOR RENT IN HOUSE FEMALE
CLOSE TO BUS AND DOWNTOWN
250 PLUS UTILITIES 544-4829

Professionally typeset resumes
overnight' Over 40 typestyles to
choose from. Only $18.00 at
Poor Richard s Copy Center
799 Foothill Blvd. 541-COPY

ROOMMATE WANTED IN 4 BED 2 BATH
HOUSE.OWN ROOM WASH.HOTTUB S300

R&R WORD PROCESSING AND TYPING
(Rona). laser printer w/100 + type f onts
student rates.9am-6pm,M-Sat.544-2591

CORRECTION:

THE DEADLINE FOR CLASSIFIED ADS
IS 10:00AM TWO DAYS IN ADVANCE NOT
12 00 NOON

S$ M-F Models needed for TV
commercials Modeling jeans, farm
supplies, sun tan products For
more information call ad agency
541-8556.

MO. 1536 MORRO 541-5451.

DRY CREEK APARTMENTS
Starting at S395. Low Secunty Deposits Phone
Daily 9am-6pm 238-4080 1227 Corral Creek
PR
FOR RENT 2BEDROOM 2BATH CONDOS
CLOSE TO CAMPUS SWIMMINGPOOL
RECREATION ROOM AND LAUNDRY
S750 MONTHLY S750 SECURITY
CALL 546-8555

BUYING A HOUSE'^For a free list of all the
affordable houses condos for sale in SLO
including condos near poly, call Steve Nelson
543- 8370. Farrell Smyth,me.leave msg
Condos & Homes for sale informatio n packet
available on campus Call Marguerite C2l
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CHAMBERS
From page 9

represent the United States.
“ Coming from a small Division II
school, 1 had to really prove myself,” said
the 6-3 Chambers. “ A lot of great players
from big schools were getting cut and I
squeaked by every time until I made the
final 12.”
The first part of the tour consisted of
exhibition games with the Japanese and
Korean Olympic teams and the Hong
Kong national team. In the first game
against the Koreans, the United States
was down 20 points at one time, but came
back to win.
“ Korea has the best Olympic team in
Asia,” said Chambers. “ It was weird.
They (Koreans) were winning, but as we
started coming back the fans started
cheering and going crazy for us."
The only U.S. loss was in the second
game against the Koreans.
“ The best time we had was after the se
cond game with Korea,” said Chambers.
“ We had an autograph-signing session
and there were thousands of little kids
everywhere. They gave us wristbands and
presents — it was the best time.”
The final stop for the IBA team was in
Manila, Philippines, for the World Cup

SWEENEY
From page 1
returned from Europe, Sweeney
went to Sacramento in July,
where he endured more inter
views by governor officials like
Deukmejian’s educational ad
viser.
“ I was lucky enough to be the
one Deukmejian appointed,” said
a grinning Sweeney, who never
theless struggled when asked
why he was chosen. “ I don’t
want to sound like I’m tooting
my own horn, but I think I’m a
motivated, responsible individual
who’s shown leadership abilities
in the past, and I’d say the gov

Championship, which the IBA won.
“ Everywhere we went, we were treated
like royalty,” said Chambers. “ The Filipi
nos, especially, were basketball fanatics.”
Chambers said he and his IBA team
mates were greeted at the Manila airport
by hundreds of people holding banners
that read “ Welcome U.S.A.,” and five
bands were also on hand. Fans approached
the Americans and asked for autographs
and souvenirs.
“ People would stop us on the street and
could identify each of our players, giving
an accurate rundown of their staiisiics
from the night before,” said Ted Owens,
head coach of the IBA team. He also is the
head coach and general manager of the
Fresno Flames, an IBA franchise.
In the Philippines, basketball is played
year round in five 2 1/2-monih seasons.
The games are the top-rated iele\i>ion
shows, while the teams play in sold-out
arenas.
The Philippine Basketball Association is
one of only a few professional leagues out
side the United States. Each PBA team is
allowed two American imports, and
Chambers was offered a $70,000 contract
to play one season.
It was a tough offer to refuse. Chambers
said, but he didn’t want to stay in a coun
try experiencing great political turmoil.
“ If there’s two armed guards at a Ken

ernor chose me because he
thought I’d do the best job.”
In addition to the meetings at
the Chancellor’s Office in Long
Beach, Sweeney also attends all
CSSA meetings, held at a dif
ferent campus every month. He
is reimbursed for all travel ex
penses and paid a $ 100 stipend
each day he is on business for
CSSA and the board.
Sweeney, who entered Cal Poly
in fall 1983 as a first-time
freshman, said that his position
will considerably extend his
graduation date, but “ it’s com
pletely worth it.”
“ My term ends in June 1989
and I will probably graduate
then,” he said with a wishful

tucky Fried Chicken, you know there’s
some definite instability,” he said.
Chambers became a favorite of the Fili
pinos after winning a slam-dunk contest.
He was awarded $2,5(X) after defeating
two PBA American imports with a 360degree spin dunk. The IBA all-stars were
paid the average monthly wage of an NBA
player for the month-long tour.
“ I kept the slam-dunk money to pay for
school, but 1 gave the big paycheck to my
mother so she could buy her house in
Sacramento,” he said.
Chambers said he and his teammates
were overwhelmed by the attention they
received and the stadium crowds of over
12,(XX) people.
“ It was like being a Michael Jordan,”
said Chambers. “ You could never imagine
what it was like unless you’ve been there.”
Although the team was well received.
Chambers said the natives desperately
wanted their teams to beat the IBA rep
resentatives because they were Ameri
cans.
“ Our coaches kept reminding us of the
U.S.A. loss to Brazil in the Pan Am
Games and that we had a big reputation
at stake,” he said.
Chambers averaged 21 points per game
and led the team in rebounds with 11 per
game. He also clocked more playing lime
than any of his teammates.

grimace. “ Because of my
business out of town. I’ve missed
several days of class. I hope my
teachers understand, but 1 still
have to make everything up.”
Considering his extensive in
volvement at Cal Poly, Sweeney
has maintained a respectable 3.0
GPA. He has held office in AGR,
the agriculture fraternity on
campus, he is a member of the
American Society of Civil
Engineers, the Lds Lecheros
Dairy Club, the American Public
Works Association, and vice
president of the Order of Omega,
a national honorary society rep
resenting the top 1 percent of
Greeks on campus.
“ Amazingly, I tend to get bet

Chambers hopes to play for Owens and
the Fresno Flames.
“ The chances are very high that Sean
will be taken as a territorial draft pick,”
said a spokesperson for the Flames. “ Our
owner, John O’Donnell, really likes him a
lot.”
Chambers still has his work cut out for
him, though. Players are being picked
through statewide tryouts, this month’s
territorial draft and the college draft that
will occur after the NBA draft.
“ It's not going to be a cake walk for us
all-stars,” said Chambers. “ But 1 thank
God just for the opportunity because a
year ago, this wasn’t available for guys
like me.”
The IBA schedule would allow
Chambers to attend school fall and winter
quarters. He hopes to obtain his socialsciences degree within the next two years.
“ Everything 1 ever dreamed about as an
athlete happened to me this summer, but
it felt so good to get back home,” said
Chambers. “ I really learned to appreciate
what I have here at home and how lucky
we are to live here.”

CPR

ter grades if I’m involved,” said
the trustee. “ The pressures of
student government and all my
club activities have taught me
good time management. It even
gives me more time to play.”
However, he seems to work
more than play, clipping dairy
cattle every summer and some
weekends to help pay for school.
The youngest of six brothers and
sisters, he also enjoys sports of
all kinds, including \ olleyhall,
soccer and football. His short
term goal is to "o\entually
graduate,” and he would then
like to work for a civil engineer
ing firm and someday own his
own firm.
“ I would also love to eventual

ly have my own dairy farm,” said
Sweeney, whose parents are Irish
immigrants. “ That will happen
one of three ways: I will inherit
it, which I won’t; I will marry it,
which I doubt; or I will buy it,
which I will.”
As Sweeney gently closed a
one-inch thick binder, filled with
the agenda for just one meeting,
he reflected on what it means to
be a student trustee for the
largest undergraduate system
“ in the free world.”
“ It’s a really exciting oppor
tunity,” he said. “ I am a people
person. I’m doing what 1 love
best — working with people.
Over 340,000 students is a lot of
people, but it’s fun.”

M oondoggies
Surfshop

Thrasher Magazine

Lambda Chi Alpha Says

N

BLAST
AIR

Skate to Combat Cancer
^

Visit the Snack Bar and purchase Nachos
or the Burger Bar and purchase a
Salsa Burger served with PACE PICANTE SAUCE
and additional funds will be donated to
the American Cancer Society on behalf of
Foundation Food Services and Pace Foods, Inc.

FOUNDATION

